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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

,aCh clay during the regular school year, child
after child In various parte of our country is finding it
desirable or expedient to discontinue attendance in school
for a variety of reasons or, apparently, as a result of
a number of different complex situations#
One might consider this a deplorable situation,
especially when it is realised that, in our country alone,
one finds the opportunity to rise to undetermined heights
where such is merited#

And education is a very vital and

important necessity for such achieve ont#

In fact, America

lias expressed great pride In the fact that, in America,
anyone can become president#
Our mocorn society, based upon democratic principles
and subscribing predominantly to the Christian religion,
should place greater emphasis upon to© importance of the
individual nd the dignity of man than any other society
in the world#

Yet it appears tout many element* exist,

cither in educational systems or in environmental circuastances, wnieh deprive many prospective cibisons of much of
the effectiveness which might bo realised were their edu
cation oxtended#

2
I#

TliS PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem#

The purpose or tais

paper Is to review the extent to which tee

pro ,lem of

drop-outs IS a national problem} consider the factor©
w ich appear to be contributing to tho problem In this
country among secondary students from the literature
survey} whoso possible, point out tne ca ractorietics of
orop-outs} and, as a result of a study of a select group
of drop-outs and ln-sehool students, recamaaend procedures
Wideh may b© utilized in the reduction or elimination of
the problom of drop-outs w.lch occur before the completion
of hirfh school#
-71
importance of tho Study#

To attempt to justify the

necessity to reduce or to eliminate drop-outs is to Justify
the need for an education in the complex society in which
we live#

It no doubt goes without saying that the many

requirements of citizenship, to perform the necessities of
everyday living, to understand the many international
problems which affect us all, and to enhance one's owning
power to Its highest possible point, demand the highest
possible level of education one is capable of achieving#
And, if America is to rasintain its present position in an
increasingly, highly industrialized world, and to protect

3
itself from Its prasant and future enemies, each parson
must be able to perform at as high a level of efficiency
as be Is capable of performing#
Thl# paper assumes Importune© as it ompaaaizoa the
ever Increasing problem of drop-outs and suggests proce
dures which, if followed, may contribute toward the improve
ment of the society in which we live#
XI,

DELIMITATIONS

The problem of drop-outs considered in this paper
will be those found among students in the eighth through
the twelfth grades,
III,

SOURCES OP DATA

The data treated In this paper are those related
to sixty-five drop-outs from the Booker T, ias.ilngton
Technical High School as contained in the official record#
of the Dallas Independent School District, and tin© results
of a survey conducted on a total of one hundred twentyfive potential drop-outs in toe Booker T* Washington
Technical high School, Dallas, Texas,

k
IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Drop-Out.

Drop-out refers to an individual wno has

left school before graduation from the twelfth grade.

The

tons is used synonymously with school-leaver and school
elimination*
Potential Drop-Out*

A student whose experiences

and behavior closely resemble or are closely re 1: ted to
those of tae drop-out*
holding; Power*

The efficacy of the school in the

retention of youth until graduation*
Secondary School*

Refers to those schools whose

graao levels extend from eighth through twelfth grades*
high School*

Since this survey is concerned mainly

with students classified from eighth through twelfth grades
and* since the solooted groups of students consist of drop
outs and In-sehoci students of the Booker T*

ashing ton

Technical High School* the term high school* in this tern
of reference* will refer also to those pupils whose grade
placement extend® from grade eight through grade twelve.
According to administrative plan and organisation, the
eighth grade in the Washington Teohaical High School* for
hie most part* is classed as high school*
The Dallas Independent School District operates

5
according to the following plan® of organisations

6-3*3,

8*4# and 7»5i that is# there are high schools within fch©
system which er© included in on© or the other of theso
plans of organisation#
Universal Education#

A plan of education# unique

in merica# which guarantees that all cducabl© monbers of
the population shall oo educated to the extent of their
ability#
Cbaraotoriatic a#

In this'discussion# character*

Istics refer® to certain tendencies In tho behavior or
th© experiences of the student#
Infcelllnonco#

The evaluation of students basod on

group tests which detormina their Intelligence quotients#
Quidance#

A term generally used to describe certain

service® designed to make the educational experience of the
learner effective to a maximum degree#
Those organized activities which aid each pupil
in examining# evaluating# and choosing realistic go- Is and
w.-iich follow each pupil through toward tho realisation of
his goals#
Counseling#

The process of helping a pupil, through

Interviews and other individual relationships# to solve hi©
problems and improve his planning#

6
Tim

Ixrn througn which several activities of

a guidance nature are brought to boar upon the individual
pupil's peculiar abilities* interests* and needs*

CUAPT.-IR II
THE CAUSES OF DROP-OUTS
I*

THE OBJECTIVES OP EDUCATION

Before coacom Is snowa for fcho causes of drop
out®, It probably would bo well to discuss tbe background
of American education am1- the purposes education Is
supposed to serve in our modern society.
As public education das progressed through a mz©
of movement® and change®, there has been a tendency to
establish an educational system that would servo the needs
"of all til© chilaron of ell the people,"

During the

earlier years of our struggling democracy, objectives may
not have been stated specifically, but this is no indica
tion that they did not exist.

There is evidence that these

objectives were adapted to the predominating thought of the
times.

The specific objectives of education, therefore,

have undergone changes which have varied with time and popu
lar attitude®,1
The earlier colonial schools, for instance,
emphasized religion in education.

It will be recalled

nullum Yoagor, Ada In Is fcrutlon
(Hew York! harpur and Brothers,

and the. Ml
P* 12,

a
that the first settlers of the Staeaaohttssttea colony cam©
to America in search of religious freedom#

Religion was

the popular concern of the times* and its influence domi
nated the schools*

!

The Massftchussttes School Ordinance of

161*7, often referred to as th# "Old Deluder Satan Act,"
had as it® prise motive to give religious instruction to
the students, and is an example of the importance fehafc was
placed upon th© spiritual training of youth#
Yeagor states thai the political motive gradually
supplanted the religious motive as th© need for a "partici
pating citizenship for the protection of the state and th©
general welfare became paramount in an evolving democracy*"
He also pointed out that the great economic expansion in
the United States caused another shift in objectives a® th©
economic motive moved to the front#

This motive, according

to Yoa,:or, can still be observed in our schools today#

He

points out further that th* social motive is now taking on
increasing significance, and that more emphasis is being
placed'upon the cultural as well as the functional phases
of education# 2
2Ibld.

9
Considering the elms of education in a changing
social order# Yaager muue the following significant
observations
In times of groat social crises# we have been led
to redefine the nature and purposes of education.
World far I excellently illustrated this thought. In
1918, the Commission on the Reorganization of Second
ary Education in its Cardinal Principles of Secondary
Education Indicated the following as major objectives*
(1) health# (2) command of the fund&isental processes#
(3) worthy home merabership# (Ij.) vocation# (5) citizen
ship# (6) worthy use of leisure# (7) ethical charac
ter. Thee® cardinal principles have had a tremendous
Influence upon the nature and purposes of secondary
education in the United States. ... Many writers have
formulated general aims of education based on them and
have profoundly influenced the educational purposes#
thereby.3
Bourdman# Douglass and Bent very aptly stated that#
".Among the moat important statements of the development of
secondary education over made are those mad© by the educa
tional Policies Commission on the objectives of education.0
They refer to the Commission*® volume# "The Purposes of
Education in American Democracy" In which the following
objectives are given*
The Objectives of 3olf-Rec.ilantion* The Inquiring
Kind# Speech# Reading# writing# dumber# Sight and

3ibid., p. 13

10
Bearings Health Knowledge, Public health, Recreation,
Intellectual Interests, and Esthetic Interests#
The Ob lee t Ives of '.iuao.n relations* Ffoapeet for
Human!fcy, Friendship, Courtesy and Appreciation of
flora©*
The Objectives of Economic rfi;iclenqyi
Sat1afeotiorPEnTood ..orkmaiisEfpT 0ccupational Efficiency,
Occupational Appreciation,
The Objectives of Civic responsibility.* Social
JusTTce, 'Social activity, oclal unoerstanalng,
Tolerance, World Citiaensklp, Law Observance, Ecorxxaic Literacy, Political Citizenship, and Devotion to
Democracy,**
Boar&oaa, Douglass and Bent also suggested that
teachers need to study the relationship between education
in general and secondary education in particular, and •, no
nature and philosophy of society of the country and of the
times,5
Edmonson, Boecier and ilacon refer to tn© Sixteenth
Yearbook of the Ataeriean Association of School Administra
tors which suggested that a compact be made between youth
and society in the interest of the welfare of the general

^Charles ¥>• Boards*sn, Hurl K» Douglass and Ruayard
K, Bent, Loaocratlc Sun rvislon M Secondary S q^qq IB
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953), P* 3bS~3oo.
Slbid,

11

public.

They supported the proposition tot

the aims of

education are social in nature, and these goals could be
achieved only through cooperative effort, and that students
as well as instructors must assume certain responsibilities
and have clear goals in mind if secondary education is to
fulfill the purposes in society. V.ith this in mind, the
"Declaration of Interdependence" was proposed as follows!
Society should provide opportunities fort
1. Growth under bettor living conditions, adequate
medical service, a wholesome social environment#
2. Guidance toward wholesome personal satisfaction,
training for Job efficiency, Job opportunity, and
economic security#
3.

Competent leadership during growth years#

i|.« Self-expression through rooroation; acquaint
ance with nature, science, philosophical and religious
thought#
5# Freedom of thought and action—including free
dom of speech, press, and the right to free assembly#
protection from misleading propaganda by ready access
to sources of truth#

6. Participation in the affairs of a democratic
state# active promotion of individual and social
Justice.
Youth should assume responsibility for:
1. Helping to plan and to execute a program of
healthful living# conservation of the home, the schools,
the community, the state, and the notion#
2.

Conscientious use of the opportunities offered

12
by society for guidance and training* Avoidance of
unnecessary waste* and of exploitation of others|
3. Acceptance of tne services of those competent
to load? exorcise of Initiative and acceptance of
responsibility!
k. Development of Individual talents5 the pursuit
of worthwhile leisure activities! and appreciation of
the racial heritage!
5. Steadfast determination to think for himself*
to uphold that which is good, respect for the opinions
of others!
6. Acceptance of the privileges and obligations of
citizenship* loyalty to basic values of democracy, and
courageous activity in promoting good will.
fhis compact is a worthy statement of what secondary
education must do for youth in supporting the aims of
secondary education* and of youth* s responsibility in work*
tag toward their fulfillment*
II*

COMPULSORY SCHOOL AVSSflDAK0B LAWS

The question as to the right of states to compel
parents to send their children to school has been the
subject of considerable discussion.

Many have Insisted

that such legislation violates the inalienable rights of

J# B. Edmonson* Joseph Boaster and Francis L. Bacon*
The Administration of too Modern Secondary School (Hew York!
ih& Macmlilan Company, 1953) PP* 3^*37
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citizens, while others have accepted tills right of tho
states without too much objection.
Chamberlain and Kindred state that the acceptance
of compulsory attendance has been baaed upon the concept
of universal education. This concept suggests that literate
people are imperative for the opesration and perpetuation of
a democratic government. In other words, if democratic
government is to survive, citizens must be educated to pro
tect the state. Compulsory education Is designed for this
purpose#?
fThe legal status of the high school was established
in Massachusetts in 1Q27, when that state passed the famous
Massachusetts haw which required certain communities to
provide high school instruction or its equivalent^ : Several
other states followed by legalising support of the high
ec joqI®, but it was not until July 21, 1871ft that this
legal Issue was finally settled by the Supreme Court of
Michigan in tim Kalamazoo case./ There was considerable
resistance to the idea of a free high school supported by
?Leo 14. Chamberlain and Leslie 1. Kindred, the
Teacher and School Organization (iinglowood Cliffat
: rontico-SlX, inc., 19£&)» p. 33lf»

taxes levied on the people.

The validity of the views of

the objectors was denied when the Supreme Court of
Michigan declared!
We content ourselves with the statement that neither
In our state policy* in our constitution* nor in our
laws do we find the primary school districts restricted
In the branches of knowledge which their officers may
cause to be taught* or the grad© of Instruction that
my be given* if tfieir voter© consent In regular form
to 'bear "the expense sad rale© the taxes for the pur*
pose.®
Cubborly states that this case had a strong influ
ence in establishing the status of the public high school
in all of the contra! and wostorn states*

He also ex

pressed the opinion that the decision reached In this e*#s
was an important milestone in the establishment of the
o
American public high school.
The history of education in America Is filled with
accounts of battles for free education which took place In
the early years of this country.

Universal education has

Its roots in the principles which wore set forth by those
persistent pioneers who had faith in a free educational
A

->dmonson* Boomer and Bacon* Op. clt.. pp. 6-9#
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system*

Edmonson* Roomer and Bacon summarised those

principles as follow®!
1*

Tax support for public schools*

2* Equal opportunities for children, regardless
of financial resources of their parents.
3* A free system with no "rat© bills" or charges
levied upon parents to supplement school revenues*
4*

A non-sectarian school system*

5. St: to supervision, including the recognition
of public education as a state function*
6# Free secondary schools open to all of the
children of all of til© people*
7* That higher education should toe provided aa a
part of the system of tax-supported and publicly con
trolled education*1°
Tiie people accepted these principles, thus giving
America an educational system that is unique in the history
of education*

And secondary education in the United States

progressed as well, sometimes amid strife, differences of
opinion and criticism, but out of the diversity of opinions
and ideas have cosae innovations designed to accomodate all
youth*

10

Edmonson, Boomer and

aeon, Op. pit** p* 11
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There Is a difference, however, in compulsory
education and compulsory attendance, according to Roe dor.
Legislators finally conceded that compulsory education
without compulsory attendance was wasteful and meaningless.
In 1852, the first compulsory attendance laws were enacted,
sore than two hundred years after the 161J2 law of Massachu
setts Which required that "all children be taught to read,"
Just as Massachusetts had been the leader in many other
educational movements, so was she the first state to enact
compulsory-school-attendance laws,

Massachusetts was

followed by Vermont, iew h&mpaaire, Michigan and Washing
ton,

These laws, at first, were very flimsy compared to

present laws, and were adhered to with an equal amount of
indifference.
span today.

The age span was much lass than the age
The length of time the children were required

to attend was, Indeed, s iort, and enforcement of the laws
was not provided for#

The tendency has been to make the

compulsory attendance laws more rigid and more inclusive
of other factors.

For instance, the age limit in most

states has boon set at sixteen yearsJ however, several
states require attendance until ago eighteen.
By 1910, all states except Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas had

1?
enacted laws controlling attendance in schools*

Mississip-

pi was the last state to m% up such laws.11
It is obvious th t compulsory education did not
advance as rapidly in th® South as It did in othor sections
of the country*

For instance, private tutors were provided

for children of the rich plantation owners of the South;
pauper schools wore established for the poor and less for**
tuna to, and education for th® Hegro of the South was, for
the moat part, non-existent except for those who wore for
tunate enough to be taught by their masters*
1

Public education In Texas had its beginning in

18$1|, but it was not until 1915 that the first compulsory
attend&neo law was enacted*

This law, in part, is as

follows i
Every child in the State who is soven years and
not moro timn sixteen years of age shall be required
to attend the public school® in the district of its
residence, or in some other district to which it may
be transferred as provided by law, for a period of
not less than one hundred and twenty days annually.
The period of compulsory school attendance at each
school snail begin at the opening of the school term
unless otherwise authorised by the district school
trustees and notice given by the trustees prior to

^feard 0* Reader, The i uacxi: -o.ntuls of 'Public School
Admlnlstrution* (Hew York? The Macmillan Company, 1951)#
pp* ii-16*
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the beginning of suoh school torn* •••
If any parent or person standing in parental re
lation to a child within the co mpulsory school attend
ance ages who is not properly excused from attendance
upon school for some exemption provided by law falls
to require such child to attend school regularly for
such period as is required by law, it shall bo the
duty of the attendance officer who has Jurisdiction
in the territory whore said parent or parson standing
in parental relation resides, to warn such parent or
person standing in parental relation#
Any parent
or oilier person standing In parental relation upon
conviction for failure to comply with the provisions
of this law shall be fined for the first offense five
dollars, and for the second offense ten dollars, and
for each subsequent offense twenty-five dollars#^
Although tue compulsory attendance school laws of
Texas appear to be adequate as far as they go, the failure
of tho several districts in the state to enforce these laws
may be on© of the reasons why a number of students leave
school before graduation and, in too many instances, before
soma have reached age sixteen#

Stricter enforcement of

those laws my be one way of insuring a longer span of
attendance on the part of school children#
Moreover, in view of the long strides which Texas
la taking in efforts aimed at Improving the educational
opportunities for the children of the state, It seems that

(Austins

•^Public School haw Bulletin# Bulletin Mo# 52?,
Texas Education Agency, 1952), pp. ^83-%#
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state and local school officials should bo more concerned
than

they

appear

elimination*
r
BsalgfMrtl

to bo regarding the problem of pupil

to

guarantee an education

for

every

©ducable child in Texas, toe Gilmer-Aiken Bill was passed
in 19^9.
among

Included In

other

its

Minimum

Foundation

things, is the .ducafcional

Program,

Bill of

Rights

which state® that* J
Tho Minimum Foundation Program guarantees are ]
applicable to ©very educable child of school age
in Texas# regardless of the child* s race or creed#
economic or social status, distance from school#
physical handicap# locality {or of his community
to support an adequate educational program*) 1-*
(- This Texas law exemplifies the

American tradition

of universal education which is essential for the

protec

tion of our democratic way of life,

xxx*

imivassAL kdocatxoh

It is possibly obvious# as the result of the devel
opment of American secondary education and the ciianges which
have developed in the purposes of secondary education# that

(Austin!

Minimum Foundation Program, bulletin Ho# 5&4#
Texas houcatioa Agency# 19^5)# P* Id*

20
concern has progressed from that of a select few to an
Interest in the well being of all American youth#

The

American secondary school which has been called by some,
"The great America® experiment," is now under close scruti
ny#

Especially is this true since the highly successful

advancement of Russia, our greatest competitor, who claims
to have surpassed us in scientific development of the imple
ments of outer space#

Studies have boon underway, however,

for more than two decades in efforts aimed at improving the
holding power of the schools whose currieular offerings and
organ!satlon&l patterns do not adequately meet the needs of
the masses of students who are filing into their classrooms#
It Is claimed that the schools still are highly
©elective and that drop-outs occur because of en unrealistic
approach to the educational needs of our youth#

This is

said in spite of recent critics who claim that we have
watered down the secondary curriculum#
educators have had an awareness of the need for a
more liberal educational system for many years#

Ihia

interest has been manifested through many national studies
and surveys that, perhaps, had their beginning with the
Committee of Teh.

This group, appointed by the national

Education Association in I892, undertook primarily to study

zx
the high school and college relationships*

la

doing

so,

they declared that the majority of students in high school
had

no intention of going to colleges therefore, the high

school

should

not be a college preparatory institution

exclusively*1^
The increase in school population during torId V nr II
has soon its peak
tion

is

now

in

the

elementary school.

reaching the high schools

and

This popula
colleges*

A

recent study made by the Research Department of the national
education Association
that

high

boars

this

out*

estimated

school enrollment will increase about 1|?.0 per

cent from I95S
now enrolling

to
in

1965*

A larger proportion of youth

hl^h schools which constitute

increasing segaont of our population*
out

It is

further

that

figures released by

This

an

are

ever-

report

points

the United

States

Office of Education Indicate that secondary school enroll
ment will reach nearly 11 million by 1965*
One of the most significant factors which has lead

"^Edmonson, Roomer and Bacon, op* cit» * p* 12*
^"Growth in School Population,n SEA Research Bul
letin, Washington, D* C*: Rational Education "Association,
Vol, 3o, lo# 5 (Dec,, 19S&)* PP* 124-2i>*
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to the phenomenal increase in secondary school enrollment
has been the effect of compulsory school laws which# as
has been pointed out previously, are in operation in all
states.

Although these laws are not as rigidly enforced

in some states as they are in others, raoet

states aro

tightening their laws in order to improve the holding power
of the secondary schools, and to Insure the zaiorican plan
for universal education.

Other underlying factors that

have tended to increase secondary school enrollment include
the American tradition which has demanded education for allj
the invention of labor-saving machinery# and the increased
per capita wealth waleh has made possible more and hotter
schools#

Other factors are increased leisure time, decrease

In child labor, the replacement of youth by trained workers,
easier access to schools through new and better modes of
transportation, enriched curricular offerings, extra
curricular activities, trade scnools, vocational schools,
and evening classes.1^
Despite the fact that efforts are being made to
provide adequately for the needs of all its youth, the
fact remains that «ost 'merlean high school® are selective

^^Jdaonaon, Boomer and aeon, op. clt.. pp. 46-51.
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and do not m©ot thoso no®us*

As oarly as 192?* educators

vers concornod with the eolectlve nature of the high
school.

A report in the Sixth Yearbook of the Department

of Sup jrintonuonts charged that educators* at the tine*
took pride In the high mortality among those who enter
high school*

The report declared that those persons wore

in error who hold that there will always be a large pro
portion of children who must find thoir way into life
•through the practical approach connected with actual par
ticipation in the work-a-day world before they are pre
pared to function as trained workers*

Such an attitude*

this group declared* resembles that of an earlier day when
education was a privilege granted a favored few* rather
than an opportunity open to all*1?
XV*

fUB&SOSiS QZWm FOR DROP-OUTS

Innumerable volumes mv« been written* and their
numbers increase* on the secondary school and how its
curriculum and facilities can be improved in order to in
crease its holding power.

However* despite the fact timt

^Department of Superintendents* The Development
of tis High School Curriculum* Sixth Yearbook by the Deparlmeat of §up'-'rintondonts tw&sniagton* D« C* t National
Education \ssoolation* 1928) pp* 13»lil-*
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adaptations and changes ape being made in accordance with
the facta which these volumes advance, the holding power
of the secondary schools of the United States is not as
strong as it should be*
Educators are continuously looking for answers to
such questions as theses

What Bh&ll we teach in high school,

and how should we teach?

Urn? shall we toaoh the gifted?

the mentally retarded?

Who shall go to college?

how can Wb

Improve articulation from high school to college?
Issue more than one type of high school diploma?

Shall we
Shall the

high school bo extended to Include junior college?

What

about the "hidden costs" which confront the high school
student in our "free" schools?
Is it too broad?

Is the curriculum too soft?

too limited and restricted?

too much emphasis on athletics?

Is there

How can the holding power

of the high school be strengthened so as to serve the needs
of this highly hetrogeneous school population?

And, the

question, "How can we secure enough teachers with training
and competence to fill the ovor-iacreasing classrooms?"
still has not been answered completely*
These and many other perplexing questions are
being given serious consideration by educators as well as
the public*

The American public is becoming more and rore
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aware of its schools and theIr problems.

Perhaps some of

these probleras will never bo solved completely, but the
soarch is on for answers.
It is agreed that the influence of the schools is
powerful, but it is also conceded that the acnools should
be rendering an even greater service.

Although the second-

ary school enrollment has shown a tremendous increase with
in the last two decades, studies have revealed that, begin
ning with youth age twelve, the per cent of pupils la
schools decreases. Continuance laws and compulsory attend
ance are important factors in the persistency of school
influence in several states; and even in states where the
attendance laws are not strictly enforced, the high school
population lias grown steadily. However, this tendency should
not blind us to the fact that the rate of elimination in
high school is still high*
It is estimated that only about 1*0 per cent of the
youngsters who enter our public schools remain to graduate.
In spite of the adaptations and changes in curriculum® and
organization of the high school, a reasonable canvass of
the literature la the field reveals thnt the American high
school opens its doors to all adolescents so that they may
secure something store than an elementary education, but
K

The W. R. Banks Library
Prairie View A. & M. Colie^
prairie View, Texas
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that, in practice, the high school remains generally
selective#
Bent and Kronenborg relate a report from the Bien
nial Survey of Education of the United States Office of
Education which points out that for ©very one hundred who
start school in the ninth grade, only forty-seven will
graduate*
'"other surveys related by Bent and Kronenborg reveal
further that, for every one hundred w ,o started in th© first
grade in 1932, only 62 finished the eighth grade, 58 entered
tiie ninth grade, 31 started in the senior year of high
school, but only 29 remained to graduate in 1944*

H is

estimated, they claim, that only ?3 per cent of the youth
of high school ages actually attend high school*^
Although these data seem to indicate that the hold
ing power of th© high school is weak, in comparing the
present with previous year®, studies show that the situa
tion is gradually improving*

For instance, for each 1000 ^

^Budy&rd K# Beat and Henry H* Kronenborg,
Principles of Secondary Education* (Hew Yorki MoQrawIim'l^o^^pany, i9W), pp. 182-33*
*9Ibid** p. 184
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who started in the fifth grade in 1936, 393 graduated from
fai$i school; but in 1909# of those who started in the fifth
grade, only on© hundred In a thousand graduated from high
school,20
According to the foregoing discussion, it appears
that our high schools have been unable to attract all of
the youth who should attend, and that of those who do en*
roll all do not resaaln to graduate#
Concern over the inability of the high school to
hold its youth has led sup ^rlntandonts of the metropolitan
cities of this country to request the United States Consnis*
sioner of Education to arrange a conference in order to
discuss the problem, and, if possible, to suggest measures
of improvement#
Meeting in Chicago in January, 1950, members of
this group found, among other data presented for their eon*
slderation, the following Interesting Information regard*
ing enrollments In terms of total population, and also data
concerning the number of high school graduates in corapari*
son to the enrollment in high schools;
In terns of toe

20lbid#

total population, 5*7 years of
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age, la 1945*46, how many are enrolled la school?
How many are carolled la high school and how many
ultimately graduate?
1#
2#

3.

L#
5#
6#
7.

Population 5-17 years •••#••*•#»•*••# 28,7o3,000
fSmrollment in schools ••»»•»•»••*«•«* <?4»896,000
Par oent aarollod in schools •••*•***
06 #49
nrollraont, high acnools ••»«.«•••*•• 6,237,133
number who graduated • ••
1,000,033
Par cant Wi*0 grauustad •»#••••*#••#••
17« 3
Par coat of fifth grado
pupils (*38-* 39) who
graduated from high
~
school (1946)
41*9

Other data which this group studied revealed that
the chief causes given for school leaving fall roughly Into
three categories*

Reasons relating to school, financial

reasons, and personal reasons#

The largest percentage of

reasons given for school elimination related to some dis
satisfaction with school life, and second in frequency was
that of economic stress#22
Douglass states that the problem of elimination Is
very complicated and it is difficult to isolate the cause
and assign each to its relative importance#

he suggests

that certain factors that cause drop-outs can be used as
G. S# Office of education, l.hy Do Boys and Girls
Drop Out of School? Report of Representativea of"Titles of
more than 200,000 population, Circular No# 269, Washington*
D# C#, Government Printing Of Ale®, 1959# p# 7*
22Ibid#,

p. 10#
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a means of predicting long tii of stay if the so tendencies
are observed before the youngster leaves school#

Follow

ing is a list of such tendencies which should be watched
for in the potential drop-out*
1.
2.
3.
1|.
5.

Repeated failure in school work.
Antagonist toward school and fellow pupils.
Race (Douglass claims that Megroes drop out
more frequently than others.)
Attitude of parents toward education.
The attitudes and customs of certain communities
often determine if a pupil will regain in school.*-5

Bell, in his study of 13,500 youth of Maryland In
1933, devoted a section of his report to the drop-out prob
lem.

He states that, of the reasons related by 10,858

school-leavers themselves, economic reasons were given by
5$*. per cent of those who were interviewed.

Specific reasons

mentioned in this category were lack of family funds, desire
to earn own money, and services needed at home.

Twenty-four

per cent said they had no interest in school because of
disciplinary trouble or because subjects wore too difficult.
Poor health claimed 3*2 per cent, and 3 par cent left be
cause of marriage.

Two per cent left for miscellaneous

^Aubrey A. Douglass, Modern Secondary education.
Principles and Practices (Hew 'fork! i-ioughtdn-Mifflin
Company, 19381# p. 53.
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reasons.^
Significant in the Bell study is the factor of race,
particularly as It relates to ocouoalc status. ^Although
this factor is complicated, Boll found that the oconoaio
factor had considerable bearing on Hegro drop-outs because
of the large proportion whose fathers were in economically
weak occupations.

Another significant factor which this

study brought out was that 33*2 per cent of white youth did
not go beyond the eight grade, and S3»lp per cent of the Ne
gro youth failed to go beyond tho eighth gradej the largest
percentage of Bell* s school-leavers war© found to be in the
low-incoine group.
Studies havo saown that job opportunities are bet
ter for those who have attained the highest grade levels.
Therefore, the Bell studies in Maryland lead to the assump
tion that tho Hegro youth drops out of school on a lower
grade level than white youth which probably lessens the
Negro' a chances in tho job market.

tom

^Howard M. Bell, Youth Yell Their Story ( v .ashingAmerican Council on Education, 1939)§ pp. 6I4.-V?.
^Ibid.. p. 6?,
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Penty found that factors influencing scnool load
ing included, among other thing®8

Th© effect of method®

of toachin , general school policies and procedures, size
of school, hidden costs and the attitude of parents toward
education.

Also mentioned in this study wore the socio

economic status of the family, the failure of the school
to provide a curriculum and an emotional environment which
could servo the wide range of Interests end abilities which
boys and girls represent,

Of\

Penty also believes that, in addition to the reasons
previously stated, there are underlying reasons for schoolleaving among which ares

Dislike for eertain subjects,

lack of satisfactory toaeher-pupll relationships, lack of
a sense of belonging, and lack of participation in school
activities.

Devoting the most of her discussion to poor

reading ability as a factor in the drop-out problem, alio
found that a larger percentage of poor readers than of good
readers drop out of schoolj especially was this true of
pupils who had reached the tenth grade.
/*•

th c,

Penty declared

Penty, ReacJLng Ability and High School
Prop-Outs {flew York: Bureau of Publications, Columbia
University, 1956), pp. 4-5#
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that* In tli® students* own word®, they said that they
"feel inferior and ashamed" and that "tii&y want to leave
school when they are uaabl® to read with understanding
the books which are the basic part of the curriculum,"27
The Moor® survey of Negro drop-outs in the schools
of fiaryland pointed out that 16.6 por cant of the scool
leavers withdrew because they were forced to go to work to
help support the family, or they had to support themselves;
thirteen per cent left seaool for economic reasons other
than family support. Other reasons given in the study
included lack of Interest In school, personal illness, dis
like for school and for teachers, family disturbances or
home problems, marriage, failure In class work, or trans
portation difficulties.

Also mentioned were inability to

get along with teachers, discouragement because of adverse
circumstance®, and the need for their service® at homo to
care for small children.

The largest percentage of drop

outs occurred among girls who withdrew because of pregnancy.
It was also disclosed in Moore*® study that there wore
marked differences between reasons given by the school and
the reasons given by the young people themselves when they

27Ibid,,

pp, 21, 74,
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were

interv lowod.

Two

out of thro© of these

cm© from homos of low-incora© groups.

urop-outs

28

liollingahead, in his study of youth In a midwastorn
town which

he

called "Elmtown," devoted

tiie study to drop-outs#

a

section of

Tho survey revealed that the popula

tion was divided into five socio-economic groups and
with

the

added

"Elsatown," he
that

it

impact of social

found,

was almost

classes on adolescents*

had such rigid class

restrictions

impossible for persons of the lower

groups to move into the upper groups*
true of tiie

dealt

foreign-bom

Especially was this

who wore forced

into a stereo—
2q
typed category, regardless of their respectability*
This situation somewhat parallels the plight of the
Negro

not

in

this country*

Although Holllngshoad* a study did

Include Negroes, for none

lived in "Elmtown,M it

is

reasonable to assume that, in most sections of this country
where Negroes attend school

ondor

similar circumstances,

they are subjected to similar restrictions*
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* Parlett L* Moore, "Factors Involved in Student
elimination From High School," Journal of Negro Education,
Vol. XXIII, do* 2 (Spring, 19 54TT PP. lTJ-120.
York:

^August B* Hollingshead, Elm town* s Youth (lew
John t iley and Sons, 1949)# P» 33^*
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It was also found in UollingSiieau1 a study that
the St* stereotyped classes seldom reached high school,
that their parents generally earned the lowest wages, and
that boys and girls of the lower class had little incentive
to aspire beyond their present status#

It was concluded

that the class to which a youngster belonged in this coa©unity was a significant factor In Ms relation with the
school#

Moreover, it was found thut the attitude of teacu-

erg toward the less favored groups frequently accelerated
the student1 s decision to drop out of school#

by the end

of tiio fourteenth and fifteenth years, one-third of these
boys and girls in low-ranking families had dropped out of
school, til© poak being reached before the sixteenth birth
day, at which time ?5 per cent had dropped out#-50
Hollingshoad also pointed out that none of the •
students in the upper classes had dropped out at the time
of the study#

However, it was found that, in tn© lower

middle class group, only 7*6 per cent of the stuoents en
rolled in school had withdrawn before graduation#

In the

upper-lower social group, l$.l#3 P®** cent were school-

30Ibid**

p. 33I
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leavers, and in the lowest group 38.7 P«*r cant ware acrxooll©»vers.

Of th* 735 adolescents who were interviewed, 345

had dropped out of school before graduation, th® largest
segment of the drop-outs being confined to the lower socio
economic groups, ^1
These revealing facts which Hollingshead points out
in the "himtown" survey are not conclusive but they do seem
to reflect a situation in the social milieu of America th t
!

may not bo confined to this lone aid-western town.
selective ere American schools?

How

Perhaps ono answer would

be, "As selective as th© communities in which tnoy ar©
located."
Johnson and Legg, in their studies of school leav
ers in Louisville, Kentucky, found that dissatisfaction
with sc xool was claimed by 47.7 P®r cent of tho pupils.
The Johnson and Logg studies found, also, that 60 per cent
of the pupils who enter school fail to graduate.

Of th©

i|)jfi youth interviewed, they found that 257 had quit before
their sixteenth birthday and 95 had quit school before they
wore fifteen.

Those scnool-leavera gave reasons as follows?

^Ibla.
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Dissatisfaction with courses* discipline, and discourage
ment with their own progress*

A few

points of trouble

occurred over and over again according to the findings in
the study*

Scene pupils, when interviewed, complained that

the courses that they were pursuing did not relate to what
they wanted to do*

Percentage wise, the reasons were given

as follows: Diesatisfaction with school, claimed by U7-7
per cent of the youth; economic need, given as the reason
for withdrawing by 19*4 Por ceati the lure of a Job, by
11*7 par cent; and 6*6 per cent claimed marriage or preg
nancy*
Johnson and Legg cocasluded that It was likely that
the reasons given by the young people who left school, in
many cases, reflected attempts to bolster their ©goa and
amy not have
further

been the real causes* The survey revealed

that economic need showed up as the second most

dominant reason for leaving school before graduation#
Thoy also added that mny youth, reticent on the question
of finances, wore unwilling to ackait poverty as a cause and
the economic reasons may have been understated*32
32
S* Dm Johnson and E* C* Degg, "Why Young People
Say They leave School," Bulletin of the national associa
tion of Secondary School Principals!* 751* X*Xli (Jfovcabor.
W)7"pp. i?-is:
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Another conditioning factor# according to Johnson
and Legs# is the fact tint economic hardships and sacriflees appeared to be often taken for granted as a necessary
part of life and ware not mentioned as such# but instead
aroused the emotions which were expressed by adverse atti
tudes toward the school when basically these were not the
reasons at all#3^
At a workshop in Corvallls, Oregon in June-July of
1958# the national Association of Woraen Deans and Counselors
made a study of drop-outs among high school girls.
were roade to find answers to such questions as:
a drop-out?

Why?

Attempts

Who'becomes

What practical solutions do we have for

helping sc»a© of the girls to stay in school or# in other
cases# to make withdrawal a profitable experience?
'"The group arranged reasons for dropping out of
school in the following categories:

(!) Dissatisfaction

with school} (2) low grades or failure} (3) discouragement}
(If) parental disapproval of continuancy; (5) withdrawal of
friends} (6) dislike for particular teachers or courses}
or# (?) financial difficultiesCl

33Ibld.
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"Til©so wore tho surface reasons,f! declared the
group#

They bellevoct, however, that, In addition to state

ments made by interviewees, there were two other "layers"
—basic reasons and major sources of difficulties which were
mentioned as followsI

(1) Absence of an adequate counselor

who might have filled a need} (2) absence of an adequate
orientation program in the schools; (3) low scholastic
ability and failure in subjects, resulting in grade retar
dation#
Also mentioned were (fy.) inadequate provisions for
individual differences; (5) ill-health, and physical de
fects; (6) behavior difficulties; (7) lack of parental en
couragement; (8) low socio-economic conditions which result
in lessor amounts of education#
The group went beyond these reasons and stated
reasons much wider in scope#

It was pointed out also dur

ing the workshop that the feeling that the real job is
proferrablo to the uncertain future goal and may cause some
girls to withdraw from school, or that community attitudes
toward a particular institution or kind of school could be
another factor#

Mentioned also were available educational

facilities, attitudes of parents toward teachers, the child
or someone else in a particular situation#

Included also
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were the social, political, and economic climate of the
times—"tight money," an attitude of irresponsibility on
the part of the student, resistance to authority, degree of
unemployment, and threats of world peace#^
It appears that some of the workshop group* s final
listing of causes, for the most part, are too general In
nature, and may not be within the range of scaool control.
Other than acquainting young people with sweeping, general
social and political upheavals wuich affect the public
generally, they may have slight value In resolving the prob
lems incident to school-leaving*

However, the school can

not over look it© responsibility for informing youth of the
problems of society, and in having an awareness of their
effect on youth.
A growing problem among adolescents which con
tributes to the problem of school elimination is that of
pregnancy and marriage.

Twenty-nine youth, according to

Johnson and Legg, left school for one or the other of
these reasons*

Eleven girls, three who wore only thir

teen, and five only fourteen, left to bo married.

Seven-

3h
"Drop-outs In High School," Journal of the, National Association of toman Deans and Counselors.Vol. XXII,
Ho. ty, {Oc tot>er7^l95^), pp* 3?"4°*

bo
teon unmarried girls were pregnant, four of whom were only
thirteen years of age, and eight only

^5

fourteen#

An outgrowth of problems well grounded in our social
structure, and over which the schools may have little con—
trol at any time, is the alarming incroaso in pregnancies
among high scuool girls. However, it appears to have a
definite relation to the drop-out problem, since these
students must leave school with many never returning.
The gravity of the problem of unwed mothers in
high schools is supported by an extensive study that the
Youth Council of the District of Columbia made among girls
on the junior high school level in Washington, D» C. Prom
I9J48 to 1957, it was found that there was a rise of nearly
1000 per cent of pregnancies among these junior high school
girls, most of whoa were Hegroes.*^
A more recent study, made by Pat© in Washington,
D. C., revealed these startling figuresI

Pregnancies among

unwed school girls under sixteen, baaed on physicians1

35Johnson and Legg, op. cit.. p. 19.
^"Junior Mothers," A Report Prepared bv the Youth
Council of \ ashington, D. C.~for the District of ColuE;la
Coianls'slonors. {V.aahlirTonT Cashington Youth Council,
1957).

1*1
certificates, during the seven months from September,
1957# through April, 195®# totalled l8j?»

^ this number,

169 wore Negro girls, and sixteen were white.

There were

five girls, age twelve, all Negroes) twenty-two girls wore
thirteen year® old) twenty of these girls were Negroes and
two were wait©) there wore eighty-one girls ago fourteen in
the group, seventy-four of whom wore Negroes, and seven wore
white#

Of the seventy-seven unwed mothers who were fifteen
17
years old, seventy were Negroes and seven wore white,
Widespread concern over illegitimacy among teen
agers throughout the United States is being manifested by
the general public.

According to White, this concern is

deepening because of a rise in illegitimacy among teen
agers which showed an Increase of 116 per cent between
191*0 and 1957 in this country.

The study also revealed

that, In on© city school system alone, five hundred preg
nancies were reported in a single year,

Whit© declared

that these unwed mothers came from all social and economic
levels of society, all races and creeds, but not in equal
numbers.
Prom all official estimates, special surveys, and
studies, White stated, it Is apparent that the bulk of

37 lb id.
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pregnancies derive from a small portion of the population.
Thar© were reported ll|l,700 teenage unmarried mothers
throughout the United States la 1955* and most of these were
non-white and from multi-problem families.

In many of these

families. It ma found, the father was missing} there was
little Income, inadequate medical attention and decent hous
ing as well as Insufficient food.
The socio-economic status of the Megro makes him
vulnerable to a large share of social disorganisation, and
It can be understood why such conditions as those mentioned
should exist within the race.
The problem of pregnancy as it affects school elim
ination may appear to be of little concern to school author
ities because of the deep sociological implications over
which the school has little or no control, but the school
needs to be sensitive to the affect of social problems as
they influence the social structure of which it is a part.
*nd it may not be inconceivable to assume that the school
should eventually share in initiating measures which might
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Glenn M. ihite, "Teen-age Illegitimate Pregnancy—
-.hy Does It happen?" ladles ^iome Journal, Vol. LV, Mo.
(August, 1958)# p* 40.

v
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reduce the number of students who are forced out of school
because of pregnancy#
Children from the lower socio-economic groups face
many problems as they attempt to make adjustments in high
school#

Tli© number of studies which placed economic stress

as a primary reason for withdrawing from school bring Into
focus the fact that our secondary schools may be too selec
tive in nature#

Although moat authorities are in agreement

that socio-economic factors# as they relate to school-leav
ing# vary considerably in different sections of the country#
it has been found to be rather general that the better the
economic background from which the pupils come, the longer
they remain in school# It would seem# therefore# that the
American high school favors those of higher economic status#
For instance, studies reveal that the amount of personal
expenses incident to attending high school Is often beyond
the ability of some students to bear#
Such a study was made in the high schools of Wis
consin by Schultz who recorded accounts kept by a large
number of pupils over a period of 3& weeks#

It was found#

in this study# that pupils on the ninth grade level spent
annually I91#66 for such itoms as clothing# lunches# school
activities# transportation# school supplies# uniforms#

kk
equipment, end miscellaneous school activities. Schultz's
study revealed also that tenth grade students spent an aver
age of $105.1+3 par pupils aloventh grade students, $13lU|©»
and by the time the student reached the twelfth grade, per
pupil expenses had reached ,166.35*

Xt tsas found, further,

that fronts of these children who were engaged in business
or professional pursuits spent an average of vl52.i+2j unera—
ployed parents spent &a average of $109*36 P®r caild. The
mean per pupil cost from the Wisconsin study was found to
be $121+.50.39
Jacobson found that girls spent, for clothing, an
average of |>15*00 more than boys in order to Maintain solfrespect," aau that tae parents who were engaged

in profes

sional pursuits spent about $21.00 sore per onild than par
ents who war© in domestic work.^0
As Jacobson'a study was made in 19i+iWr5* sad the
studies of Schultz in I9I+9-SO, it is reasonable to assume

Raymond dm Schultz, "Gen Parents Afford to Send
Their Childron to high school," The School Review. Vol.
LX» (June, 1952), pp. 286-8?.
1±0
Paul B. Jacobson, nTae Cost of Attending High
School." Bulletin of the national Association of Secondary
School PrTST55T5.~txvtr (January, !%!;>. pp. 1=2'i.

that at the present time these same costs would Involve con*
alderably larger expenditures*
Many drop-outs give as their reason for leaving
school their inability to dress well which causes them to
lose status with their peers*

This reasoning may seem

faulty to tiie average adult, but to the adolescent who adho re s strictly to group standards, it is a very serious
matter*

Other students claim that they are unable to pay

the costs of active or spectator participation in school
activities such as football games and other sports and pro
grams*

They can not enjoy school dances or pay their share

of the taxations which are expected woen drives and cam
paigns are launched for community welfare*

Some students

who wish to participate in the band are unable to do so be
cause of lack of funds for instruments and uniforms*

Other

expenses incident to high school are subscriptions to the
scnool paper, the scnool annual which usually costs the
pupil from §3^*00 to $5*00, not to mention pay assemblies,
bulletins, workbooks, and sometimes textbooks which stu
dents are called upon to purchase#
Hie low income of a large segment of the Hogro popu
lation places him in tho under-privileged bracket*

His is

often a predicament of financial stress and the children

foel the pinch#

Early elimination may bo the result#

Ginsberg, In discussing economic problems of the
Negro in the South acid his potential in the labor market,
declares that the immediate challenge in the urban South is
to increase the kinds of Jobs available to Negroes.

Their

position, he claims, is not too different from what it was
In many sections of the North twenty or thirty years ago.
Ginsberg feels that It Is difficult to overstress the Im
portance of economic opportunity for so much of the total
life of a citizen and his family depends upon the income he
earns.^
The same problems which confront the Negro because
of his economic status confront other groups, but to a
leas degree; and, with this in mind, It would seem that the
problem is not what society can do for the youngsters, but
what society should do for segments of our adult population.
These segments of our population are human resources and, if
<

given a chance for a better life, will emerge as a produc
tive force.
kl
_ ,
Ell Ginsberg, The Negro Potential (New York*
Colxsabla University Press, 195b), pp. 12, l|0-hl.
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Schools must realize that tiie effects of those
social ills on students cause the® to drop out or sc.iool,
and that withdrawals from school before graduation can mean
an experience of failure, a waste of tl .-a and money, and
the lose of possible training,

l or the schools and the com

munities, drop-outs are costly in terms of time, man hours,
and money, as well as the loss of human resources.

CHAPTER III
CHARACTER IS'ilCS OF PROP*»OUTS
What! are the symptoms of vulnerability to early

school-leaving, and how can those symptoms be used to re
duce the number of school-leavers?

'-lost authorities rare in

agreement that certain characteristics may bo observed in
the behavior of students before they drop out of school*

It

is believed that, if these tendencies are discovered early
enough, certain adjustiv© measures may be used in order to
strengthen the holding power of the school for those who
would otherwise leave before graduation*
The following discussion will be concerned with the
characteristics which may determine whether the pupil is
a potential drop-out*
I. IHTilLIOSiiCE
It has been pointed out that low intelligence as a
primary factor in the drop-out problem may have been over
stated but it can not be overlooked*

Some writers warn

that there is danger in talking about the pupil with low
I* 0,01 as though he had no talents at all*

Most of the

test scores are arrived at by giving group tests, claim

to

these authorities, and certainly for some individuals, they
are not reliable#^
Davis, who has done extensive study in this area,
points out that intelligence tests presently in use offer
one of the many instances to be found in our schools of the
deliberate restrictions of the goals of pupils1 learning to
a very narrow range of activities,

heavily weighted by

middle-class culture items, the tests fail, he claims, to
test tii© ability of the majority of our pupils who fall In
to the lower class groups#

Therefore, theso pupils do not

make a creditable showing when these tests are administered.
This question is still debatable and, until further
and more substantial evidence is produced to the contrary,
w© must continue, to some extent, to rely upon the results
of tii© intelligence tests which are currently in use#
Burton and Brueckner explain that efficiency in
learning can be handicapped by certain physiological fac
tors such as nutrition, vision, and auditory defects,

*0. s. Office of Education, Circular No. 269, oj>#
cit## p# 27#
in*

W

^Allison Davis. Social Class Influence upon Learn(Cambridgea Uarvardl^eTSTfcJ Press, ig^^PpToS-
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glandular imbalance# and even vitamin Intake# so the pupil
who is handicapped In any of these areas may not make a
satisfactory score on a test*

They maintain# however# that#

in spite of these deviations# the intelligence tests which
reveal I. Q#*s are the most useful types of information that
can ho collected* The authors also believe that mental ca
pacity conditions educational progress# and because of the
wide variance in the intelligence of pupils and the rates
at waioh they learn# the educational program in our schools
should make adequate provisions for those differences#^
The rapid growth in enrollment in the secondary
schools of America has brought into the school a wide range
of abilities and interests among the pupils#

Teaching tech

niques nor curriculuras have kept pace with those changes
w ilch are taking place at a phenomenal rate#

The diffi

culties and discouragement that students of low ability con
front as they attempt to compete with students of higher
ability frequently consume all desire to compete at all#
Their low-grade performance causes failure and retardation}
therefore these students# being unable to adjust to an in
tolerable situation# eliminate themselves#
William H# Burton and Leo J# Bruookner# Supervision#
A
Process {Sew York} Apple ton-Cent ury-Crafts# 1955)#
pp# 'zBi-SjU 1
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Teachers may possibly bo responsible for the ©lialnation of some of those low-ability students by showing
gross discrimination toward thorn#

This is ©specially true

if the teacher is not skilled la adjusting instructional
techniques to the needs of a highly heterogeneous group
such as is comoan in the average high scnool#

Many pupils

of low ability aaow patterns of low scholastic achievement
In elementary school which comes to focus when they reach
high school at which time the challenge to their ability is
much greater#

Hi© transition from elementary school to

high school often poses a problem for these pupils#

Teach

er-pupil relationships are much more objective in high school
than in elementary school#

An apparent lack of interest on

the part of teachers leads many students to believe that
teachers have no Interest in them#
An individual's ego is his most valuable personal
possession, and the drop-out is no exceptions therefore, it
is reasonable to believe that such causes as "didn't like
the teacher," "disliked the school," "ma not interested in
school," and other such reasons can be traced to the pupil's
inability to make satisfactory progress because of his low
ability#

The reasons he gives are merely surface reasons!

the pupil probably is embarrassed to give the real cause#
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Douglass gave an account of Palmer's study which re
vealed that, of 4?0 boys and girls who dropped out of school
in Oakland, California# 25 P*>r cant claimed that they were
"tired of school," and 13 per cent stated that they were un
successful or saw no value in school.

The study revealed,

further, that a substantial number of these pupils were re
tarded or had low mentality,^
Kckort and Marshall, who made an extensive study of
drop-outs in high schools of New York state, devoted one
section of their study to the characteristics OJ drop-outs.
They found, through test results and school marks, that the
less competent pupil showed a marked tendency to leave
school before graduation.#^

In fact, Kekert and Marshall

claim that low ability, as revealed throu^i their studies,
was the main characteristic of early school-leavers.

Intel

ligence tests used in the survey e owed that the average
graduate surpasses about 85 per cent of withdrawing pupils
with respect to academic potentiality.

The authors com

plain that the schools provide for only one type of achieve-

^Douglass, oj>. eft., pp. 6?-68,

^Ruth Sckort and Thomas 0, Marshall, Vhon Youth
Leavo School. Regents Inquiry, Hew York State (New Yorkt
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938), PP» 50*52,
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raent which can bo gained only through a aeries of written
examinations*
make a

They felt that low-ability pupils might

more creditable

shoving

through

othor means

of appraisal#^
Douglass gave several lines of proof to support the
fact that low intelligence characterised th» drop-out#

1th

this in mind he made the following observations
The average intelligence increases throughout the
high school years* This can be caused only by the
elimination of the duller students. The conclusion
Is that those who «sre unable to do the work of high
school drop out* *•« fehen ninth grade students
are
tested and their subsequent school careers chocked.
It will be found that the average Intelligence level
of those dropping out is lower them that of those re—
raeining in school* The Inevitable conclusion is that
lack of ability to do the work causes elimination* *
Bent and Crononborg said that, according to a re
port which was released by the national Survey of Secondary
Education, the average intelligence quotient of pupils of
each high school grade is consistently higher then that of
each preceding grade. The report gave the following median
I* h**s as follows:

Ninth grade, 98.61 tenth grade, 101*0;

6

Ibid.
Douglass, o£. cit*. p. 65*
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eleventh grade, 103.7, ***** twelfth grade, 101*.5.8
Vvhlle most studios show that & larger percentage
of students of low ability leave school than those of
higher intelligence, a significant number of high-intelli
gence students are numbered among the school-leavers.

Sosae

of these students apparently become bored because of the
lack of challenge while they are in school; others may leave
for other reasons.
Two

extremes

in thought ar© presently being

ex

pressed. On the one hand, critics are pointing an accus
ing finger at the schools for failure to gear their currlcultxaa

so as to accomodate fch© slow-learners, or those of

low ability.

And, on the otter

side

of

the

argument,

critics i-re complaining that too little consideration is
given to students of high intellectual ability.
In an interview with a reporter from the U. S. Hews
and v.orld

Report, Bestor

charged that the American public

schools give totally inadequate recognition to Intellectual

8

Bent and lironenborg, op. eit., p. 192.

achievement#

He accuses public school educators of having

lost sight of the main purpose of education—namely, intel
lectual training and that a "soft" educational system has
put the brains of the students to sleep, having failed Ho
awaken intellectual curiosity#"

Bestor was in agreement

with a statement which the interviewer quoted from a memo
randum issued by the Secretary of Health,

ducation, and

Welfare who said?
Available studies indicate that even in high school
students in the upper fourth of their class drop out
of school before graduation# Many intellectually able
students drop out of school mainly because of a lack of
dosiro or incentive for education#?
In support of the foregoing opinions, Conant observed
in his recent survey of the American hi^h school that the
academically talented student, as a rule, is not being sxifficiently challenged; he is not being encouraged to work as
hard as his ability permits and he a mould have a wider range
In his program of academic subjects#10
Educators, as wall as the public, have recently

^"Uhat Went Wrong with our Scaools." U# 3. Hews and
%orld Report# Vol# XLIV, Wo# {4, {January 2q., T9$$)t pp# 6b-

W*

0Janes

(Hew York?

B# Conant, The American High School Today
McGraw-Hill Boo!fec b'ompany, inc., 1959)# P# ^G#
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intensified their interest in the education of the superior
student and his potential as a participating figure in
scientific and technical fields of endeavor#

Authorities

in tii® field of education have pointed out again and again
that the secondary schools of America today are being called
upon to provide education to fit the needs of a highly unselected group of boys and girls* And, although efforts are
*
,
being made to improve the offerings of the high schools so
as to strengthen tholr holding power, the arguments pro and
con make it clear that these offerings must be made compre
hensive enough to provide learning situations that will ful
fill the needs of all youth—those of high, medium, and low
abilities*
The aim of education in America is to provide educa
tion for all youth, at least until they are able to function
as capable citizens in a democratic society*

In teds regard,

Bekert and Marshall declare that the majority of high school
students will terminate their formal education at the high
school level, and that, if high schools fail to prepare the
student for democratic living, they will, for the most part,
be unable to meet the demands of society*

Upon the second

ary school rests the task of "insuring command of the social
ly useful procedures, and of pro oting sympathetic acquaint-
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r.nee with democratic aims and procedures,M

n

This task

will be loft undone if it is not dons by the aeoondary
SCiOOla.
II,

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

On® of tho measures of success of the school is
wliethor tli® pupils succeed in tho work of the school.
Failure in school work characterizes a large number of
drop-outs which is to bo expected in view of the large
number who fall into the low-intelligence bracket,
Leonard*s discussion on pupil failures includes
the results of several research studies.

The writer point

ed out that failures in American schools are too high and
that fewer failures occur in the senior year due probably
to the fact that failing pupils dropped out of school be
fore they reached the senior year,

Leonard also found that

among different schools, classes, and subjects, there were
significant differences la the rates of withdrawals.

On©

of the studies reported was that of Lafferty who made a
survey of 6,01^.7 failures la 15 Texas cities,

he found

that 21* per cent were due to mental deficiencies on the part

11

•ckort and Marshall, o£. ctt., pp. 2-ij.,
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of pupils and 76 per cent to causae which could bo placed
on the sc IOOIS themselves#

Included alec In Leonard's die-

cussion was an account of a study made by tne Department of
Secondary School Principals and published la their Bulletin#
It was found that when subject failures and withdrawals are
combined# the percentages ranged from 6,7 por cent for sen
iors to 16#8 per cent for sophomores#12
Continuing his studies of drop-outs# Leonard relat
ed the results of an extended survey made in Hew Jersey
covering 52ij. school—leavers which revealed that 29 per cont
were discouraged and ^5 per cont had no Interest in school#
Inability to learn rated fifth in reasons given in a throe
and one-half year study made of drop-outs la Syracuse#
York#

low

A summary of the studies made since 19^0 in the states

of New York, Maryland, Illinois# and Pennsylvania was also
undertaken# according to Leonard#

The conclusion reached

was that most studies seem to indicate that the more retar
dation# the more likely that a drop-out will resuit# 13

12

J# Paul Leonard# Developing the Secondary School
Curriculum (Hew York? Rinehart and Company, lne»# 19555#
P# 203#
13Ibid,.

pp. 196-97*
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Dillon, who made a very extensive study of drop
outs, found that fifty-six por cent of the drop-outs made
a
of

MC"

average, and twenty-seven per cent made an average

wP.tt

These studies did not indicate that the majority

of pupils failed, bat they did indicate that a significant
number were low-aehi@vors in sehool work.
Dillon also pointed out that regression in academic
achievement may be looked for as a characteristic of the
potential drop-out.

In his report, Dillon stated that, of

957 school-leavers who were interviewed, six per cent admit
ted failure as their reason for withdrawing

school,

sad seven per cent said they became discouraged because
they could not learn.

Eleven per cent claimed that they

were not interested in school.

It is assumed that many of

the students who said they were not interested wore doing
unsatisfactory work but failed to give this as their reason
for withdrawing.*^
Johnson and Legg made an analysis of dissatisfac
tions expressed by

drop-outs in Louisville, Kentucky.

-^Harold J. Dillon, Early School Leavers (Hew Yorkt
national Child Labor Committee, 1949), p. 19*
^Ibid.. p. 82.
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Failing grades were mentioned 38 times as a principal rea—
son, and twenty-two times as a contributory reason.

The

students who wore interviewed made such statements as
these J

"I fell behind and lost interest;"

got on my nerves;"

"poor'grades

"I failed seventh grace and did not

want to repeat," or, "I worried about graces."

Many of

these students felt that the required courses did not re
late direotly to what the student wanted to do or what he
lA
was interested ln.AU
Pentyfs studies indicate that a large number of
drop-outs could be characterised by poor reading ability,
and that this deficiency caused retardation, discourage
ment, and embarrassment.

Of those who wore listed among

the poor readers, many expressed their dislike for school
and their inability to understand what they read and to put
it into verbal expression.

Others received such low grades

that they became discouraged and withdrew.

Soma claimed

that they did not do satisfactory work in reading courses
and that they failed in teats or other students "laughed at
them."

Most of these drop-outs said that they could not

Johnson and Legg, 0£. c l t . . pp. 20-2l±.
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remember what they bad read.*?
Prom the data gathered thus far in this study conearning the characteristics of drop-outs* It may be safe to
conclude that there is a high degree of correlation between
low ability and low academic achievement.

Most studies re

veal that many students of low ability remain in school un
til graduation* and that such students sake low grades but
manage to *get by** in so far as their grades are concerned.
However* It seems probable thut the average student whose
academic achievement is far below normal will be more like
ly to withdraw from school than are those who make credit
able grades.

And it is also possible that poor reading

ability* due to a number of possible causes* contributes
toward the incident of dropping out in American schools.
III.

FAMILY SIZE

That the size of the family from which a pupil
comes characterises him as a drop-out is not conclusive*
because of the limitation of data that eeoaa to exist in
this area.

Few of the studies mention family size in the

discussion of school elimination.

17
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Dillon, however, round that 46 per cent of the
school-leavers in his study came from families of from
two to four, with the largest number in t is group tending
toward four children; thirty-four per cent came from fami
lies of from five to seven children, and 1? per cent from
families of eight or more*
Bell, in his study of the problems of youth, found
that the low income father is apt to have a relatively
large number of children—about twice as m ny, in fact, as
the father who is engaged in the professions#

in support

of this viewpoint, he makes the following statements
Follow this chronological circle around to the next
generation# At this point, we find youth whose educa
tional and vocational opportunities have been adverse
ly affected by both the low income and the relatively
large numbers of their brothers and sisters# These
two forces of low income and large families tend to
cut short the period in which the youth is encouraged
to train for his own future# They operate to force
him out of school into work and marriage at a rela
tively early age# ^
The Bell study also revealed the following interest
ing facts concerning race and family size;
13
Dillon, J0J2,# cit», pp# 19*20#
19

Dell, op# ci t», p#
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white and Hegro families, it was found that, of the fami
lies having no children, there was a ratio of 15»5 white
families who had no children to only 11 hegro families who
had none} thirteen whit© families had one child to twelve
Megro families} four mite families to 6.1 Hegro families
had two children, and *5 white families to 1.1 Hegro fami- lies had four or more children.20 Bell's study differs
from that of Dillon who found that if6 per cent of the chil
dren in his study came from families of from two to four
children.21 However, the difference may be accounted for
because Bell's survey Included a heterogeneous group of
youth from all levels of society, some of whom were in
school and some out of school*

Dillon's study included

only those young people who had dropped out of school.
Since families in the lower socio-economic group
tend to have more children than those in more favorable
circumstances, and since children from the former group do
not remain in sohool as long as others, it may be reason
able to conclude thai pupils who come from the larger

p. 45.
21

Dillon, op. clt.» pp. 19-20*
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families may, to some extent, bo ch rac tori sod as potential
drop-outs.
IV.

SOCIAL MAJLADJ1JSTM NT

Authorities agree that a number of children are
socially maladjusted to some degree because of certain con
ditions la ota? social order#

Youth are charged with the

responsibility of conforming to oertain social standards as
set by family, school, and community mores and customs.
When they fail to conform because of deliberate intention
or inability, they are placed in the class of the malad
justed,
Yeager points out thats
Youth places much emphasis on group approbation,
a sense of security, hoped for successes, and the
relationships of face-to-face contacts in which
a certain degree of intimacy prevails# One addi
tional fact should be noted, namely, possible cooporation or conflict which may exist directly or in
directly between desirable social adjustment processes
within the school and theso to be found in the corauunity. Occasionally, in our efforts to meet nnd adjust
social situations, we may unconsciously be creating
new problems through the cross-purposes of well-moan
ing but often misguided ambitions,22
Yeager also stresses the fact that the schools must
22

Yeager, ojo. cit,, p. 356,
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be concerned with the social development of its pupils,
and feels that many problems among youth aria© because of
the school* s course of action regarding social processes
and patterns#2**
The socially maladjusted pupil shows characteris
tics which, for the cost part, are dlscarnable and which
may be expressed through behavior patterns unlike those of
normal youngsters, or they may exhibit extreme expressions
of normal behavior#

The inability of these pupils to fol

low a normal course of action indicates some form of mal
adjustment#
Yeager states that among these students may be
found truants, delinquents, incorrigibles, sex offenders,
and all those whose actions class theia as "Incipient crimi
nals#*'

Ho declares that they may have physical or mental

handicaps or both#

On the other hand, they my be physi

cally fit and mentally capable*

The causes for the condi

tion of these, pupils may be traced to heredity, unhealthy
home and community environment, broken hoses, low intelli
gence, physical handicap, frustrated and maladjusted life,

23
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emotional Instability, or other sources.

Yeagar declares

further that a significant number of our delinquents nay be
found

in this group which Is a problem of great concern to

the schools end to society in general.

In extreme cases,

he says, It often becomes necessary to remove the pupil
from the group in order for him to have services specially
set up for such persona#2'-*
Ruth Strong lists the
socially maladjusted pupils

following

symptoms of the

'Jnsocialaess, suspiciousness,

unhappiness, depression, resontfulnasa, fourfulness, cruel
ty, bullying, easily discouraged, suggestible, overeritical
of others, sensitiveness, overbearingness and sullenness#
Strang siso infers that lying, stealing, cheating,
and other forms of dishonesty also indicate
maladjustment#

and

of

In addition to these, she states, there are

other moral and disciplinary problems:
standards

some form

Conflicts with moral

authority, running away, setting fire, dia-

orderliness, impudence, deception, temper tantrums, moodi
ness, and fighting#2^

^Ibld., 130-81.
Ruth Strang, The Role of the Teacher in Personnel
york (Saw York: Bureau of £ubiTeoHons, ColumFIa'^jHfvcrsIty,
WZ). PP. 94-10S.
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Strang also points out that on© of the most impor
tant responsibilities of the teacher In his day-by-day con
tact with pupils is to discover problems before "serious mal
adjustments develop."

The teacher should be able to note

behavior that is unusual.

This is particularly important if

pupil* s behavior deviates from that which has been character
istic of him.2^
Foster mentions the following behavior patterns whioh
may characterise potential drop-outsa
1. Usually persistent withdrawal from social activ
ity and contact with others.
2.

Unusual and repeated evidence of fatigue

3. Unusual or persistent regressive behavior (cry
ing. sobbing)
iIf. More than just sporadic or casual acts of aggres
sive behavior against other children or against adults
5.

Blsarre behavior if repeated or continued

6.

Excessive absences from sc xool

?•

Persistent failures in school

8.

Temper tantrums

9. Situations in which the individual is an object
of hostility from others in the group or is shunned by
them,2'

26Ibid.

27
'Charles R. Foster. Guidance for Today * s Schools
{New York: Ginn and Company, 19571). p. If.
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Among the so* the author declares* are to be found
the prospective school-leavers who are referred by teach
ers for disorderliness and non—cooperative attitudes
classroom activities.

in

Foster states also that the problems

of youth are accentuated

if

the

pupil is a member

of a

minority group because ha faces special problems in addition
to the normal ones of youth.

nfl

bell* s study of drop-outs in Maryland

reveals that

six out of every twenty-five youth withdrew because of lack
of interest in

school

or because they wore maladjusted in

school.^
At a conference of high school personnel# which was
hold in Chicago in 1950 to study the
it

was

concluded

problem of drop-outs*

that adolescents should be studied

teachers more seriously than they sometimes are.
in

their

by

©is group#

analysis of adolescent personality and behavior#

declared tint the adolescent

is highly changeable and sen

sitive and therefore more vulnerable to personality clashes.
The Adolescent is normally rebellious against restrictions*
control* and restraint.

There is a surge for independence

28Ibld.
2%®11*

op. cit.* p. 66.
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and they want "to tost themselves out, try tijalr own wings,
and

win recognition as adults."

Some of those youngsters

are acccloratod in physical and social growth, and are out
30
of stepJ others arc socially immature.
If tha developmental patterns of the adolescent age
group
"surge

is

not understood by teachers, especially when this

for

independence"

boys and girls, the

is expressed in the conduct of

result is often extreme behavior

teacher-pupil clashes.

and

Under such circumstances the pupil

may develop strong enti-social tendencies and fail to taalae
satisfactory adjustment.
In securing information about 4,386 students
withdrew

from

the

Detroit

high

51, Lay ton

found

that

served

these

boys and girls

in

maladjustment.

among

schools

the

who

during 1950-

characteristics ob

was

that

of

social

Many of them had a poor attitude toward

school or they had

had

serious behavior problems,

lie

charged also that schools my have found it difficult to
have helped such youngsters because of their antagonistic
attitude toward school in general} in fact, they said that

&
p. 22*
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they "wanted no part of ifc*n
Moat authorities who have mode extensive studios of
school-leavers have found

thit aoabors of minority groups

experience problems in larger dogrooa than other groups*
To conclude fch t the Negro student hag problems that are
uniquely hi a own may toe debatable* tout the statement may be
ventured that certain problems la social adjustment which
all persons may experience are accentuated to mam. extent
In the Negro group*

Restricted ambition* meager personal

. evaluation* inadequate Income* a high rate of family dls*
>

organization, are tout a few of the factors which have a de
moralising effect upon Negro youth*
As has been stated previously in this discussion*
the Negro experiences an abnormally high rate of social dis
organisation within Ms own group* The Negro* s position In
American society has made it difficult If not impossible for
him to participate fully in its cultural life* Merrill
charges that those facts remain fairly valid despite the
unequal publicity frequently

given the violent acts and

"warren K* Layton* Special Services lor the tmtmm

\
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other social problems existing within Ms group over and
32
above other groups.
The so problems pose a problem for the Negro teacher
la schools «€*ere fciie masses of Ssgr© pupils are concentrated.
Tm

teacher who lives by a aiidolo-cl^as set of standards is

sometimes

unable

to come to terms with boys and girls

live by different standards.
these antecedents

in

Teachers

need

to understand

their day-to-day relations with their

students md realize that any attempts to effect a
In social behavior

change

must be done with patience and with

understanding of these basic facts.

caused inner conflicts which

tions that find expression

an

Too often the student's

attempt to understand pressures resulting
standards

who

from the school* s

result in frustra

in maladjusted behavior on

the

part of the student.
Davis claims that one-third of our school
tion comes from the bottom group within
the slum culture.

the

popula

lower class,

He states further thnt there are

broad systems of status

three

in the American society, namely s

(1) social classes. (2) the ethnic or foreign-bora groups.

32
.4
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and (3) tine color-castes* Color-Castes are the no at se
verely sanctioned forms of social stratification in America,
he declares*

In the Southern states no status movement is

allowed at all out of one* a birth group, he says*

He be

lieves that the most urgent problem for the public schools
is to learn the motivational structure of the lower-class
children and adolescents, because a significant segment of
our school population comes from the bottom group*33
In his study of cultural patterns, Davis found that
physical aggression in adolescents of the lower class is
learned as an approved and socially rewarded form of be
havior in their culture*

In the middle class, aggression

is clothed in the conventional forms of initiative or am
bition, or even of progressivenesaj but in the lower class
it more often appears unabashed as physical attack*

The

writer continues that the lower classes not uncommonly
teach their children to strike out with fist or knife and to
be certain to hit first* Davis declares further that*
The conception that aggression and hostility are
neurotic or mal-auaptlvo symptoms of a chronically
frustrated adolescent is an ethnocentric view of
33
Davis, 0£. pit** p. 23.
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middle class psychiatrists. In lower class families
physical aggression is as much a normal, socially ap
proved inculcated type of behavior as It is in fron
tier communities.
Another example is that of the sexual relation
ships and motivation which more or less are direct
and uninhibited in lower class adolescents. Sexual
drive# and behavior in children, for the most part,
are not regarded as inherently taboo and dangerous.
In the middle class adolescents, anxiety and guilt
with regard to physical aggression and sexual inti
macy are proof of their normal socialisation In their
culture. In the lower class adolescents in certain
environments, they are evidence of revolt against
their own class culture and therefore of incipient
personality difficulties.
The lower class adolescent fears not to be a street
fighter. He fears not to curse* If he can not claim
early sex relations, his virility is seriously ques
tioned.-^
Somewhat in line with Davis*s opinions are the find
ings of Ilollingahead in his study of the influence of class
upon the youth of tt31mstown.

*

These studies revealed that

the lowest class members of the community were foreignbom or of foreign extraction, that they were stigmatized
and held in contempt by the upper classes, and that they
lived in the least desirable sections of the town.

This

group was characterized by acts of physical aggression.

3k
Davis, op. cit., pp. 33-35

7k
ubiquitous sox play, and unstable husband-wile relations#
It was estimated tnat from one-fifth to one-fourth of all
births In these families are illegitimate and that the mis
deeds of the group are usually publicised prominently through
the local paper.

The children of these families, as has been

pointed out, made up the largest percentage of school-leavers
in B2nstown.35
Moore, who made a study of 320 drop-outs in the Negro
high schools of Maryland, found, for instance, that ethical
and social patterns of conduct in many of the homos which
Interviewers visited were far below school standards of con
duct.

Evidences were found of drunkenness, gambling, pro

fanity, and vulgarity.^
These findings are quoted la this discussion to point
out examples of differences in class cultures and standards
which need to be understood by teachers.

Too often pupils

from the lower level of society feel unwanted and insecure
in scnool because, as has been stated previously, pressures
are exerted by the school in order to maintain their own

35

Hollingsnead, oj>. cl t.. pp. 117-120.

floors, 0£. cit., pp. 117-122.
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standards of conduct.

As a result, the pupils drop out of

school In their failure to make satisfactory adjustments.
Such anti-social statements as "disliked school,"
liked teacher,"

"want no part of school,"

"dis

certainly ap

pear to indloat© that many people who make these statements
are socially unadjusted.

Ihey refuse to accept school

standards deliberately, or they are unable to conform to
them.
V.

SEX

Studies also show that, on the elementary level,
there is little difference in the number of boys compared
with the number of girls enrolled! but in secondary school
enrollment, the number of girls usually exceeds the number
of boys.
Bent and Kronenberg, quoting from the Biennial Sur
vey of Education, a bulletin of the U. S. Department of
.duoaition, found that, in 1905, of the high school popula
tion, 42 per cent were boysj but in 1945, the percentage
had increased to 4&*4 P©** cent.

However, it Is interest

ing to note that the report snowed that, during 1923 to
about 1940, bhe sexes were almost equally divided in high
schools.

During world War II, the percentage of boys who
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withdraw was attributed to their absorption in industry
which, at the time, attracted more boys than girls.27
Douglass found that, in the freshman classes, the
percentage of boys and girls showed only slight differences}
but the senior classes showed a much larger enrollraent of
girls than of boys#

He claimed that early studies indi

cated that the work of high schools had more appeal for
girls than for boys, but later developments discredited
this statement#

Boys, it is claimed, are restless and have

tiie urge to earn money, these urges being stronger in them
than in girls#
than girls#

Boys also were less restricted by tradition

Studies made in 19>S, declared Douglass, snowed

that slightly more than half of the total high school en
rollment was made up of girls#^
hckort and Marshall, In their studies of the grades
reached by boys and girls, found that, in towns of less than
2500 population, the median for both boys and girls was 10#3,
while in How York City the median grade of male school-leav
ers was 11#6, and for girls 11#7, which seems to indicate

37

Bent and Cronenborg, op# clt#, pp# 24-196#
Douglass, op# clt#, pp#

6#
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that in the small towns the appeal for remaining in school
is not as attractive as it is in the metropolitan cantors*
and that
boys.

iris in citios remain in slightly longer than do

Their studios rovealed further that as secondary

education Is now organized* the chances for persistency are
measurably less for boys than for girls.
ture reveals that about

The overall pic

$$ percent of the withdrawing pupils

are boys.^
Segal and Schwarra* s compilation of a report on
school holding power In 1957 reveals that boys leave school
at a slightly higher rate than girls.

Divided into two groups,

involuntary and voluntary withdrawals* the report points out
that the former includes pupils who drop out for reasons
over which the school has little or no control* and the
latter included reasons over which the school has consid
erable control.

The studies wore conducted in cities of

population over 200,000.

Reports were received from 14

cities* the withdrawals totalling 62*608* of which 10*911*
<

or 17«ij> per coat* wore classified a® involuntary.
In this group 22.6 per cent moved out of their com
munities? 31.7 per cent were the result of physical dis-

30
V7

cicort and Marshall, oj>. cit.* p. 36.
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abilities*
girls*

Two out of thro©

of these withdrawals

were

(The author suggested these withdrawals, perhaps,

involved social problems which were t ie responsibility of
other agencies as well as the school*}
per cent were considered unedueable*

One and seven tenths

{There was no signifi

cant difference between boys end girls in this group*}
end seven tenths per cent

went

into

the

armed

services;

these withdrawals reflect considerable retardation*
and two-tenth® per cent died*
outnumbered girls*}

One

(In this classification boys

Eleven and five tenths per

committed to correctional institutions*
girl® s l i g h t l y more than two t o one*}
tenths per cent represented

One

cent

were

(Boys outnumbered
Twenty-nine and f i v e

miscellaneous causes in

which

girls outnumbered boys by 558#^
Segal and Schwarm* s report also

revealed

that

51,697* or 82*6 per cent were classified as voluntary with
drawals and were considered to be ones over which the school
generally has

considerable

control*

Significant

in this

section of the survey is the breakdown according to reasons

« ^

* *

40
tavld

Oscar Schwora, He to nt ion in HIMj
25M2S (Washington, D* C*, DepartmentoF*
health, education ana Welfare, Bulletin Mo* 15, 195?},
p» 13*
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and sex:
1. 28,198 op 54#5 P©r cent entered employmentj
boys outaxunbored girls two to one, with 4& per cent
occurring in the 10th grade#
2 m l6ll or 3*1 per cent were* needed
Girls oufcnuiabered boys about 2 to 1«

at home#

3* 1701 or 3#3 P®r cent enlisted in the Armed
Forces, with increasing frequency from grades nine
throu^x twelve#
4» 215? or 4»* per cent withdrew because of mar
riages only ff of these wore boys#
5* 8728 or 16.9 par cent withdrew because of lack
of interest in school# Boys outnumbered girls about
5 to 3#

6# 3893 or ?•5 P©r cent withdrew or were forced
to withdraw because of inability to adjust. Boys
outnumbered girls more than 2 to 1#
1

7* 5^09 ov 10*4 P©** cent withdrew for various
reasons that did not moot the definitions of classi
fications previously mentioned*^
The study revealed also that in cities under one

million, of the 10,316 voluntary drop-outs, 58#4 per cont
were boys, and in cities over one million, 4l»38l or 62#1
per cent were boys#

These data seem to indicate that, in

the l rgor cities, the boys drop out more frequently *han
girls# The authors lay the fault to the failure of high

ibid## p# lb#
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schools to provide curriculum offerings that are as attract
tive to boys a a to girls.^

ij.2

Ibid.

CHAPTER IV
TitE CHARACTERISTICS OF DROP-GUTS IKOM
A SELECT3D GROUP OP DROP-OUTS AT

TINS BOOKER T. WASIIIHOTOS TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL,
DALLAS, TEXAS

I*

tm

LOCALS OF THE STUDY

The Booker ?• Washington Technical High School of
Dallas, Texas Is loo^ted in what is considered a marginal
area of tho city#

Last was once a neighborhood of middle

class citizens has given way to sane extent to commercial
establishments, business houses, and industrial plants*
However, there remain in the Immediate vicinity some homes
that may be classed as semi-slum types*
plexes and multiple family units*

There are also du

A few middle class fami

lies arc still living in the neighborhood as If in defiance
of tho circumstances and of tho transition which is taking
place*
Four churches, two lodge halls, and the Negro YMCA
are in close proximity*

Several blocks away there is a run

down Negro business section made up of the usual Negro en
terprises—taverns, barber shops, barbecue stands, cafes,
as well as Italian grocery stores*

This area serves as a

rendezvous for "wineos," vagrants, and other degenerate
segments of the Negro population*

It is interesting to
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note that, a few blocks beyond this section, remnants remain
of what was once a neighborhood of middle class families#
Of much concern to school officials, besides the
general tone of the community, are two establishments, one
a drive-in and the other a cafe#

Alcoholic beverages are

served at both places and students from the school patronize
these places, sometimes during the lunch hour, but more
often before find after school, mainly because both places
serve cheap meals which seem to satisfy the tastes of these
students.

Tbs students patronize these places notwithstand

ing to© fact th t cheap wholesome meals are served la the
school lunchroom#
The Washington High School is a five-year technical
high school serving grades eight through twelve, and its
student body is drawn from all sections of the city} there
fore, from the standpoint of socio-econoaic levels, its
student body is, more or less, heterogeneous#

One of toe

largest housing units in Dallas for Segroes is located in
the Washington School District#
Incidentally, it may well be stated here that, when
the white technical high school neighborhood began to de
generate into a slum area, patrons and citizens protested
and promptly all families wore evacuated#

These bosses wore
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replaced by small businesses and coiamorcial houses*

This

sc .ool is located about nine blocks from th© Washington
Technical High School*
nespits the fact that the Washington Technical High
School is located in tais marginal area and that a large
astenant of the more stable families has moved away* the
presence of the school* the churches* and the YUCA seems
to have a stabilising influence; the violent outbreaks
which usually occur among the less desirable members of
such a community are infrequent in the vicinity of the
school*
Tiireo other areas serve as "feeders" to the bashing**
ton Technical High School in that their schools by adminis
trative plan send students to Washington when they complete
the eighth or ninth grades*

Two of these elementary dis

tricts are a combination of homo-owning and tenant areas
made up of middle class and lower socio-economic segments
of the population} the otfjer is a combination of slum homes
and middle class homes*
Because tneso areas are in outlying sections of the
city* the students are transported to school by chartered
buses. Students from several other areas attend Washington
in order to obtain training in technical courses which are
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not off©red in tho two other Kegro high. schools#
Washington could b© classed, reservedly, as a com"*
prehonaive high school because it offers oollogo prepara
tory courses as well as some technical courses#
r

Those

courses are as follows: Vocational cosmetology, mechanical
drawing, oloctrical work, general metal work, woodwork,
commercial courses, photography, radio, television, and
mechanical and architectural drawing#

Cosmotology la the

only course which operates under the state vocational edu
cational program#
in an effort to determine the characteristics of
drop-outs from the Booker T# Washington Technical High
School, Dallas, Texas, a sampling of sixty-five drop-outs
was studied from a total of 602 students who have left
school within the two year period 1956-1958#

This sampling

was selected due to the availability of data which appeared
pertinent for this study#

The average enrollment for both

years was 1537# of which 761 were boys and 775 were girls#
Of the total drop-outs, 3i*9 were boys and 253 were girls#
The sampling consisted of 35 boys and 30 girls#
This number was selected from each sex in order that It
might be determined to what extent similar characteristics
appear to be operating in the two different sexes#
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II*

TifS AOS CW THE DROP-GUTS

In order to view the ago at which drop-outs appear
to leave school most frequently, a study was made of the
distribution according to age of the samples studied*

In

the case of the boys, 13 or 37»15 P®r cent dropped out at
the age of seventeen} 8 or 22*85 per cent dropped out at
the age of sixteen} 6 or 17*14 P®r cent were 15 years old}
5 or 14*29 per cent were age 19 or over, and 3 or 6*5 P®r
cent were 14 years old*
In the case of the girls, 9 or 30 per cent were
age seventeen} 7 or 23«4

P°r

cent dropped out at age six

teen} 6 or 20 per cent loft at age 15} 6 or 20 per cent
were 14 years of age, and one or 3*3 P®r cent was age 13*
and one or 3*3 por cent was 18 years old*
Of ti:i© total sampling, 22 or 33#8 per cent were
17 years of ago when they withdrew from school} 15 or 23
per cent dropped out at age 16*

There were 12 or 18*4 per

cent who withdrew at age fifteen} 9 or 13*8 per cent were
age fourteen} 6 or 9*2 per cent were 18 years old or over,
and one or 1*5 por cent was thirteen years old*
For this sampling, it appears that age seventeen,
age sixteen, and age fifteen are the ages where drop-outs
occur most frequently and in the order mentioned above*
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(So© TABL3I.)
III. TJffl GRABS LEVELS OF Till? DROP-OUTS

In analysing the data In re^aird to the grade levels
of the drop-outs included in the sampling, it was found that,
of the Boys. 16 or 45*7 pox* cent left school at grade nine;
9 or 25.7 per cent at grade 0; on the tenth grade level 8 or
22.9 per cent dropped out, and 2 or 5*7 por cent were in the
eleventh grade.
In the case of the girls, 10 or 33*3 per cent left
school at the tenth grade level; 9 or 30 per cent were In
the ninth grace; 5 or 16.7 per cent were In th© eighth grade;
I}- or 13*3 par cent withdrew in the eleventh grade, and 2 or

6.7 per cent were in th© twelfth grade when they withdrew
from school.
Tor the entire sampling, 25 or 3&*S per coat dropped
out at the ninth grade level; 18 or 27.7 per coat were In
tne tenth grade; II4. or 21.5 P©r cent were in the eighth grade
and 6 or 9.2 per cent were in the eighth grade. Six or 9.2
per cent wore in the eleventh grade, and 2 or 3.1 per cent
wore in the twelfth grade. (See TABLE II)

On the basis of this data it would appear that, of
the entire sampling, most of the boys and girls studied
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION BY AOS OF DROP-OUTS

POP

Number

Total

Girls

Boy a

Ago

cent

Number

Per
coat

Number

Per
cent

13

0

•0

1

3-3

1

1.54

*4

3

8.57

6

20.0

9

13.85

15

6

17.H+

6

20.0

12

18.1+6

16

8

22.85

7

23.1+

15

23.07

17

13

37.15

9

30.0

22

33.85

5

lit-. 29

l

3.3

6

9.23

H * 30

100.0

65

18 and
Ov&r
Total

N as 35

'

100.0

100.0
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were retarded approximately two years la progress through
toe school*
IV*

THE INTELLIGENCE OF TBS SAMPLING

The analysis of the intelligence of the sampling
revealed that 1? or fj8*6 per cent of the boys had I* Q»t
between 70-89*

There were 10 boys or 28*6 per cent who had

I* .*»*e ranging from 50 to 69# with 8 or 22*8 per cent hav
ing I* Ci*s which fell within the normal rang© (90-110)*
In the caao of the girls* 13 or ip3-3 per cent foil
within the range of 70-89*

Eight or 26*7 per oent had I*

Q**s of from 50-69} eight or 26*7 per cent fell in the nor
mal bracket, and one or 3*3 per cent fell below 50*
Of toe

total sampling, 30 or ij£#l per cent fell

within the range of 70-89} eighteen or 27*7 per cent of the
drop-outs fell within the range of 50-69} sixteen or 2lj*6

per cent wore within the normal range of 90-llQf on© or
1.6 per cent f e l l below 50*

( S e e TABLE I I I ) .

This soems to indicate that, of the sampling stud
ied, 75*k P©r oent of the sampling were below average in
intelligence*
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TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF DROP-OUTS ACCORDING TO GRADE LEVEL
Grade

Total

Girls

Boja
Huaber

Percent

Snraber

Porooat

Nmaber

Percent

8

9

25. 7

5

16*7

14

21.5

9

16

k£* 7

9

30.0

25

38.5

10

8

22.9

10

33.3

18

27.7

11

2

5.7

4

13.3

6

9.2

12

0

.0

2

6.7

2

3.1

Total

35

100*0

30

100.0

6$

100.0
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V#

THE ACADEMIC ACHII3V MKHT OF THE DROP-OUTS

In analysing the achievement of the group studied
it was found that, of t:o boys* 14 or kP por cent had fall
ing grades} 13 or 3?.2 per cent had averages of "H" j 4 or
11.4 per cent had "D" averages, and 4

or

1**4 P jr cent had

"C" averages.
In the case of the girls, 10 or 33#3 per cent had
mEw

averages} 9 or 30 per cent had averages of "D"j 7 or

23.4 P«r cent had failing grades, and 4

or

13*3 P©r cent

had *Cn averages.Of tie total campling 23 or 35*3 per cent ran tie
erages of

nJf,|

21 or 32*4 per cent had failing grades;

av
13

or 20 per cent had nI>* averages, and 8 or 12.3 por cent had
"C" averages.

(Gee TABLE IV).

It is possible to assise that son* relationship
exists between progress in school and the acnievement of
the sampling.

However, the question might be raised as to

whether, on the basis of the intelligence tost results, in
a traditional setting, the sampling might have achieved at
a higher level.

It is possibly assemble that, on the basis

of the evidence, sufficient effort had not been mane to take
into consideration the intellectual limitations of the sam
pling as a whole.
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TABLE III
THE DISTRIBUTION OF' INTELLIGENCE OF THE DROP-OUTS
Boy a

Girls

Total

I Q
Range

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

90-110

8

22,8

8

26,7

16

2l*,6

70-09

17

48,6

13

1*3.3

30

1*6,1

50-69

10

28,6

8

26,?

18

27.7

Below
50

0

.0

1

3.3

1

1.6

Total

35

100,0

30

100,0

65

100,0

Jf
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VI,

THE ATTSHDAlfOS RATIHGS OF THE DROP-OUTS

It Is possible that many of the factors which oper
ate in causing tho final decision to drop-out of school may
also contribute to sore extent toward the attendance of drop
outs# thereby revealing another of the multiplicity of con
ditions which appear to characterise drop-outs.
In reviewing this aspect of tae sampling studied#
it was found that# of the boys# 31 or 90*6 per cent were
rated poor? 2 or 5»? per cent rated fair# and 2 or 5,7 per
cent rated good*
Of the girls studied# 1? or

per cent rated poor

in attendance; 7 or 23,3 par cent rated good; ^ or 13*3 per
cent rated fair# and 2 or 6,7 per cant rated excellent.
In reviewing the total campling It was found that
l|B or 7lf per cent had poor attendance; 9 or 13,8 per cent
rated good; 6 or 9*2 per cent rated fair# and 2 or 3 per
cent had excellent attendance,

(See TABLE V)

It is possible to assume that achievement was due
in part to poor attendance or attendance ratings may have
been affected by the difficulty which children of low I*
<*s have In finding success and rewards when required to
compote with children of average and above intelligence.
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TABliS IV

fas ACADmic Amxmmmsf of rm sampling
Boy a
Huaber

Girls

Percent

Number

Total

Percent

fitsaber

Percent

A

0

.0

0

•0

0

.0

B

0

•0

0

.0

0

.0

C

4

11*4

4

13.3

8

12,3

X>

4

11.4

9

30.Q

13

20,0

E

13

37.2

10

33»3

23

35.3

F

14

4o,o

7

23.4

21

32.1*

Total

35

100,0

30

100.0

65

100.0

9k
It therefore seems possible that the same factors which con
tributed toward leaving school also resulted in the poor
attendance of the group studied#
VII.

TliS iiSALTH STATUS OF THJS DRGP-00T3

Since poor attendance raay be attributed to health
and other conditions# an attempt was made to determine
whether the factor involving health status is a eiiarncterlstio of drop-outs.

This aspect of the problem was approached

from the standpoint of the existence of dental# hearing# and
visual defects as well as nervous disorders# defective or
diseased tonsils# weight# and cardiac problems#
Of the boys sampled# 2? or 77# 1 per cent had no
health problems! k or IXmk P«r cent had dental defects! 2 or
5.7 per cont had visual defects! one or 2#9 per cent had
nervous disorders# and one or 2#9 per cent had a cardiac
condition#
The survey of the girls indicated that lii or I4.6# 7
per cent scorned to have had no physical defects at all; 4
or 13#3 per cont had dental defects! 4 or 13# 3 per cent pos
sessed defective or diseased tonsils! 3 or 10 per cent had
visual difficulties! 2 or 6#7 per cent had hearing diffi
culties! 2 or 6# 7 per cent had problems of weight! °&6 or
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TABLE ¥
THE ATTENDANCE S&TINQ DF B8OP-0UTS
Boys
Retting

Nutabor

Girls

Percent

Number

Total

Pore ant

Number

Percent

excellent

0

•0

2

6.7

2

3.0

Good

2

5.7

7

23.3

9

13.3

Fair

2

5.7

4

13.3

6

9.2

Poor

31

86.6

17

56.7

43

74.0

Total

35

100.0

30

100.0

65

100.0
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or 3#3 per cent experienced nervous disorders, and none of
them had cardiac involvement#
Of tii© total sampling, I|1 or 63 per cent so timed to
have had no physical defects! 8 or 12 per cent possessed
dental defects! $ or Q per cent had faulty vision? I*. or 6
per cent had defective or diseased tonsils! 2 or 3 por cent
had hearing difficulties! 2 or 3 per cent had nervous dis
orders! 2 or 3 per cant had weight problems! and one or 2
per cent had eerdi&e involvement#

(See TABLE VI)

On the basis of these data it seems possible to
assume that, since the majority of the cases studied ex
perienced no physical disabilities and many of those in
volved wore found to be of a rather minor nature, physical
status, at least for this sampling, does not appear to have
been a contributing factor to the problem of drop-outs#
Nor can we say that physical disability is a characteris
tic of drop-outs#
VIII. ?m FAMILY SIZE OF fHS DROP-OUTS
Since many problems appear to be related to the
size of families, the sampling studied was analyzed in an
effort to determine whether it may be said that drop-outs
occur more frequently in families with larger sizes than
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TABLE VI
THE HEALTH STATUS OF 6$ BOYS AND GIRLS* ETC*

Total

Girls

Boys

Percent

Hunber

Percent

4

13.3

8

12.0

2

6.7

2

3.0

5.7

3

10.0

5

8.0

2.9

1

3.3

2

3.0

0

4

13.3

4

6.0

height

0

2

6.7

2

3.0

Cardiac

1

2.9

0

1

2.0

Hone

27

77.1

14.

46.7

4i

63.0

Total

35

100.0

30

100.0

65

100.0

Defect

Number

Percent

Dental

4

11.4

Bearing

0

Vision

2

Nervous
Disorders

1

Tonsils

lumber
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those of a smaller size»

It «as found thct, i n the case of

the boys, 23 or 66 per cent came from families with between
2 and 4 children; 6 or 1? per cent came from families with
5 to 7 children, and 6 or 1? per cont came from families
with on© child.

In the caso of the girls, 15 or 50 per

cent came from families of from 2 to 4 children} 10 or 33
per cent came from families of from 5 to 7 children, and
5 or 17 per cent from families with ono child.
Por th© entire sampling, 38 or 58«4 por cant ware
from families with two to four children} 16 or 24.6 per
cent wore from families with 5 to 7 children, and 11 or 17
por cont were from families with only one child.

(See

TABLSJ VII)
It seems possible to assume, on the basis of these
data that, first, there does appear to exist some relation
ship between size of family and drop-outs.

It soems that

a child from a family consisting of between two to four
children Is more likely to drop out before either the child
from a on©-child family or from the family of from 5 to 7
children.

However, it is possible that fewer children

appear to drop out in families of 5 to 7 because of the
smaller frequency of such families rather than some other
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TA3LS VII
THE FAMILY SIZE OF DROP-OUTS

Size of
Family
One

Two-Four
Five-Sevan
Total

Total

Girls

Boy©
Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

6

17.0

5

17.0

11

17.0

23

66.0

15

50.0

38

58.it

6

17.0

10

33.0

16

2L.6

35

100.0

30

100.0

65

100.0

100

factor*
IX, Tins SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS OF THHI SAMPLING
The literature In the field relative to drop-outa
seems to indicate that children from the lower socio-eco
nomic levels are more prone to drop-out of school than
cnlldren from the higher socio-economic levels*

With this

in mind, an attempt was mad® to determine the occupation of
the fatilers of the drop-outs included la this sampling*
In the case of the boys, it was found that 8 or 23
per cent were common laborers! ^ or 11 per cent were selfemployed; 3 or 9 per cent worked in industry in some capac
ity! one or 3 P®* cent worked as janitors or porters! one
or 3 por cent was a saleman, and the occupations of 18 or
51 per cent were undetermined*
In the survey of the girls, it was found that 6 or
20 per cent of their families were common laborers! 2 or 7
per cent worked in industry! one or 3*3 por cent was a jan
itor; one or 3*3 per cent, a hotel employee; one or 3*3 P«**
cent was unemployed! and 19 or 63 per cent of the father* s
occupations wore undetermined*
Of the total sampling, Xlp or 21*6 per cent were
common laborers! 5 or 8 per cent were in industry; i$. or 6
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per cent were self-employed; 2 or 3 P°r cent wore employed
as Janitors or porters; one or 1*5 P©r cent worked In a
hotel; on© or 1*5 per cont was a salesman* and one or 1*5
per cent was unemployed*

The occupations of 37 or 56*9 per

cent of the fathers were undetermined*
toils

(See TABLE VIII)

It Is possible to state that the large per cent

of undetermined occupations is a possible weakness of the
study, the available data seem to support the general con
tention that school elimination appears to bo associated*
at least to some extent, with low economic status*
X*

MATERNAL EMPLOYM

ENT AMP

DROP-GUTS

Another factor which may bo related to the incident
of school drop-outs is the employment of mothers or the em
ployment of both parents*

In order to test this thesis* the

sampling was also surveyed to determine the number of em
ployed mothers* and the types of employment in which they
were engaged*

As the result of the study* It was found that

among the boys* 13 or 37 P©r cent were domestics; 3 or 8*6
per cent were self-employed; one or 2*9 per cent was a maid
in Industry; one or 2*9 per cent was employed in Industry as
a laundry worker; one or 2*9 per cent was out of work, and
l6 or i|5*7 per cent were either unemployed or their occupa
tions were undetermined if they were employed.
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TABLE VIII
THE OCCOPATIOMS OF KB FATHERS
Boys
Occupation Number

Girls

Percent

Total

Number Percent

Number

Percent

Common
Laborer

8

23.0

6

20.0

14

21.6

Industry

3

9.0

2

7.0

5

8.0

Janitor
Porter

1

3.0

1

3.3

2

3.0

Sellemployed

4

11.0

0

•0

4

6.0

Hotel
Employee

0

,0

1

3.3

i

1.5

Salesman

1

3.0

0

.0

i

1.5

Unemployed

0

.0

1

3.3

i

1.5

51.0

19

63.1

37

56.9

100,0

30

100.0

65

100.0

Undetermined 18
Total

35

t
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In the case of the girls, 5' or 17 por cent of their
mothers were domestics, 2 or 6,7 per cent wore employed in
industry as maidsj on® or 3»3 per cant was employed in industry as a laundry worker, and the occupations of 22 or
73 por cent were undetermined#
Of the total sampling, 18 or 27»7 per cent of the

mothers wore domesticsJ 3 or if#6 per cent were employed as
maids in Industry$ 3 or 3»& per cent were self-employed! 2
or 3#1 pes' cent were in industry as laundry workers, and

one or 1#5 per cent was out of work#

The occupations of

38 or 38*5 per cent of the mothers wore undetermined or
they were not employed# (See TABLE IX)
Although the weakness In this phase of the survey
is indicated by the large percentage of undetermined mater
nal occupations, it ?aay be assumed that from the data
studied a reasonable number of mothers in this group may
follow occupations in the lower income bracket#

And be

cause a significant number of the youngsters live with
mothers clone and are dependent upon them for their sup
port, It may bo possible that the occupations of mothers
influence the incident of drop-outs to some extent# (See
TABLE X)
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TABLE IX

OCCUPATIONS OF MOTHERS OF DROP-OUTS
Occupation

Boys

Girls

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

13

37.0

5

17.0

18

27.7

•aid
(Industry)

1

2.9

2

6.7

3

4*6

Industry
(Laundry)

1

2.9

1

3.3

2

3.1

employed

3

8.6

0

.0

3

4.6

Out of work

1

2.9

0

.0

1

1.5

Unemployed

16

45.7

22

73.0

38

58.5

Total

35

100.0

30

100.0

65

100.0

OCMUOfltlC

Self-
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XI. THE FAMILY rMlTt OF DROP-OUTS

'

Many studios of drop-outs seem to indicate that the
family status of children leaving school prior to the com
pletion of high school may contribute toward this condition#
An analysis of the sampling revealed that, among the boys,
14 or 4° P°r cent lived with both parents {this includes
foster and step-parents)} 16 or 45*7 per cent lived with the
mother alone, 3 or 8#6 per cent lived with fathers alone}
2 or 5*7 per cent lived with other relatives#

In the case

of the girls, 15 or 50 per cent lived with both parents} 7
or 23«3 po • cent lived with mothers alone j 5 °r 16#? per
cent lived with other relatives} 3 or 10 per cent lived
with non-relatiVes, and none lived with fathere alone#
Of the total sampling, 29 or 44*6 per cent lived
with both parents (Including foster and step-parents)} 23
or 35*5 per cent lived with mothers alonej 7 or 10#7 per
cent lived with other relatives} 3 or 4*6 par cent lived with
fathers alone, and 3 or 4*6 per cent lived with non-relatives#
(See TABLE X)

If one may assume that of the total number living
with both parents, some lived in families where either one
or the other of the parents was not a true parent, it is
possible that the weight of evidence seems to suggest that
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TABLE X
FAMILY OSITY OF DR0P-00TS
Family Status
Living
With

•

Boys

Girls

Total

Ifuiaber

Percent

lumber

Percent

Number

Percent

14

40

15

50

29

44*6

Mother

16

45.7

7

23.3

23

35.5

Father

3

8,6

0

•0

3

4.6

Other
Relatives

2

5.7

5

16.7

7

10.7

HonRelatives

0

.0

3

10

3

4.6

35

100.0

30

100.0

6$

100,0

Both
Parents

Total

1
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the cbancoa of « child

coming from a

broken homo being a

drop-out are somewhat greater than that of a child coming
from a homo where both of the parents are true p rents.
XXX.

18E Causes OF hROF-OU'fS

Another important concern related to the problem of
drop-outs is that of the causes which contribute toward fee
Incidence of school-leaving#

la

order

to determine

the

various causes operating in tho eases Involved in this study,
an attempt was rndo to identify the causes

stated

by

the

sampling of crop-outs.
In fee

case

of the boys stud led# the cause given

most frequently was social maladjustment which was reported
by 9 or 25*7 per cent of the casosf 7 or 20 per cent dropped
out to go to work} 7 or 20 per cent withdrew because of eco
nomic reasons} 3 or
health}

3 or

8.5

8.5

p^r cent left school because of poor

per cent because of s lack of Interest in

school work} one or 2.9 per cent withdrew to eater the Armed
Forces, and tiio reasons lor fee

withdrawal of $ or 14*4 per

cent were undetermined.
In the case of the girls, 6 or 20 per cent withdrew
because of pregnancy* 5 or 17 per cent withdrew because of
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economic reasons; 4 or 13.3 per cent dropped out because of
marriage; 4 or 13*3 per cent withdrew because of social mal
adjustment; 3 or 10 per cent secured regular employment; 2
or 6.5 per cent gave poor health as the reason; on© or 3*3
per cent had no interest in school; one or 3*3 per cent dis
liked school, and the reasons for withdrawing were not de
termined in 4 or 13*3 por cent of the eases*
For the tot 1 sampling, 13 or 20 por cent of the
school-leavers withdrew because of social maladjustment; 12
or 18»4 por cent wore due to economic causes; 10 or 15*3 per
cent secured regular employment; 6 or 9.2 por cent
reasons wore due to pregnancy; 5 or 7*7

per cent

of

the

gave poor

health as the cause; 4 or 6.3 por cent had no Interest; 4 or
6.3 per cent married; one or 1.5 per cent went into

the

mod Forces; 5>nd 9 or 13*8 per cent of the reasons were un
determined. (So® TAB La! XL)
It is possible that some of the reasons given may
be questionable, and ware given to hid© other reasons. Es
pecially would this seem true where health was given as &
reason. This assumption is substantiated by the findings
in the survey of the health status of the drop-outs. (See
TABLE VI)
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It Is possible that* in considering reasons given*
improved guidance services might have prevented many of the
cases from dropping out had they been detected in time and
some effort made to provide corrective procedures#

Expanded

curriculum offerings which mould better serve the varying
needs, abilities, and interests of those boys and girls is
another factor to be considered#

CHAPTER V

BUS CHARACTERISTICS OP A SAMPLING
OF IH-SCli >OL STUDENTS
One of the basic assumptions of this paper is that
many of the characteristics of achool-loaving on the high
scnool level can be traced to the failure of schools to
meet the needs of all the students. It is also assumed
that potential drop-outs are characterised by tendencies in
their behavior as well as in their experiences which are dis
cernible long before they withdraw from school, fclth this in
mind, a survey was made among a selected group of students in
the Booker T. Washington Technical High School to determine
the number of these students who might become drop-outs.
The group consisted of 1?6 students from the eighth
through the twelfth grades who were in
the survey

the study hall when

was made. Significantly enough, the group was

made up primarily of students who were considered as the
less scholarly of the students enrolled in the study hall.
Tne study hall teacher pointed

out

that some students of

high ability were taking an extra course and therefor© did
not have a study porioaj others spent their study period in
the library. This left in the study hall a number of pupils
most of whom either were unable to take an extra course be-
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causa their academic achievement fell below the set standard,
or they

were not interested in enriching their aeadeatle ex

perience by doing library work*
A questionnaire was administered to three study hall
groups and the responses recorded* It was
writer that among

the belief of the

those groups would probably be found the

potential drop-out.
The responses from eleven of the students who an
swered the questionnaire

ware not of sufficient value to be

used; however the responses of the remaining 63 boys and 62
girls wore analysed* This figure constitutes about 15 per
cent of tiie 1099 students who were enrolled In the school
at the time of the study (February* 1959)*
Certain specific area®

in student experiences were

considered when the questionnaire was constructed, namely,
(1) the student*s attitude toward school! (2) his economic
need (whether he needed to work in order to remain in school);
(3) whether he intended to remain in school until graduation
and his after-high-school plans; (if) teacher—pupil relation
ships; (5) his interest in academic or manual courses; (6) per
sonal problems and whether he felt that teachers had an in
terest in these problems; (7) the student's likes and

dis

likes regarding his teachers; (8) his out-of-school friends
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who had not graduated, Ma opinion as to why they withdrew,
and (9) &1Q stintent* s reasons for non-part1cipation In the
activity program if ho did not participate*
The answers given to several of the questions indi
cated that such responses were normalj therefore these ques
tions are omittod in the following analysis*
V.h©n asked if they had discussed after—school plans
with their parents, 76.2 per cent of the boys said they had
don© so, and 65 per cent of the girls replied in the af
firmative. Of the total sampling, 70.6 per cent replied
that they had discussed after-school plans with parents. On
the other hand, when asked if they had discussed such plans
with teachers, only 20.7 per cent of the boys said that they
had done so, and only 10 per cant of the girls Indicated that
they had discussed after-school plans with teachers.
Of the total sampling, 15*2 per cent had discussed
their plans with teachers* The data seem to reveal that the
group as a waole does not feel free to discuss after-school
plans with teachers. This assumption is substantiated to
some extent by the responses of boys to

the question, "Do

you feel that you can discuss your problems with

your

teachers?"
The boys* answers to this question revealed

that

lUfc
39*6 por cent felt that they could discuss problems with
teachers, while 53,2 por cent of the girls wore so inclined.
Of the total sampling,

per cent of the youngsters Indi

cated that they would go to teachers to discuss problems*
fcaon asked if they felt that there was a teacher who
had a personal interest in them, 1^1,2 per cent of the boys
answered nYes,H and 43*5 por cent of the girls felt that
there was a teacher who was interested In them.

Of the total

sampling i}.2,if per cent answered In the affirmative.
The questionnaire revealed from the responses which
students gave that 35 per cent of th© boys felt that all of
the teachers liked th»i»f 51 per cent believed that some of
the teachers liked them, and lit por cent felt that none of
their teachers liked them.
Six boys failed to answer this question.

Assuming

that these boys actually felt that teachers did not like
them but that they withheld a negative response, the six
were included with negative answers.
Of the girls who answered, 33 per cent felt that
all of their teachers liked themf 5Q por cent believed that
some of the teachers liked them, and 10 per cent thought
that none of their teachers liked the®.
Of the total sampling, 31+ per cent of th© boys and
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girls believed that all of their teachers liked theaj 54
per coat felt that some of their teachers liked them, and
12 per cent did not think any of their teachers liked them,
Ihe analysis of these data leads to the assumption
that teacher-pupil relationships in the Washington Techni
cal High School need to be strengthened. It also leads to
the assumption that, among those students who felt taat none
of the teachers liked them, might be found some of the po
tential drop-outs, Dais assumption is substantiated by
other studies which have been referred to previously in this
discussion. These studies found that many school-leavers
claimed that teachers failed to manifest interest in themj
others stated that they did not like the teachers,
When asked if they discussed problems with their
home room advisers, only 32 per cent of the total sampling
i

answered in the affirmative,

fin attempt was made through the questionnaire to
determine which students preferred the more academic courses
?

<

which required an extra amount of reading to manual courses.
In answering this question, 43 per cent of the boys said they
preferred courses which required extra reading. However it
is interesting to note that 7? per cent of these boys replied
that they preferred the manual courses, It appears that 20
per cent of the boys may find as much satisfaction in one type
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of coursa as in the other#
Responses from girls to this question revealed that
1*8 per cent preferred courses which required extra reading
and 52 per cent preferred manual courses#
Assuming that early school-leavers would be more in
clined to express to their friends their true reasons for
withdrawing from school# the in-school group was asked this
question*

"Do you know why your friends do not attend

school?"
Of the boys who answered# ?0 per cent claimed that
they knew why their friends were not in school and £0 per
cent of the girls said they knew#

Of the total sampling#

60 per cent of the boys and girls stated that they knew the
causes for the withdrawal of their friends#

Mien asked to

give the reasons for the elimination of their friends# boys
responded as follows*

Dislike for school was mentioned as

a reason 12 times) regular employment was mentioned ? times)
low grades# five times) marriage# four times#
mentioned were*

Other reasons

dislike for teachers# failed elasawork# and

discouragement because of retardation caused by frequent
absences from school#
Tim following responses to this question were given
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by girls«

Marriage was mentioned l6 times as a cause of

elimination} dislike for school was mentioned 15 times}
regular employment was mentioned 11 times} failed classwork#
9 times} low grades* 8 times# and disliked teachers# 8 times#
A summary of the reasons for withdrawal as given by
the boys and girls about their friends who had loft school
is as followsi Dislike for school was mentioned 2? times}
marriage* 20 times} regular employment# 18 times# and low
grades 13 times* Failure was mentioned 12 times# and dis
like for teachers was listed 9 times#
It has been stated that many students leave school
because of inability to assume payment of hidden expenses
incident to high school attendance#
economic stress within the family#

Others leave because of
With those problems in

mind# an attempt was mad© to determine if any of these stu
dents were in need of a job in order to continue in high
school*

nineteen boys or 30*2 per cent stated that they

needed a job in order to remain In school#

Nina girls or

14*5 pos* oent needed jobs in order to continue in school#
Of the total sampling# 28 or 22#3 per cent were in need of
jobs#
In tills same frame of reference* the question* "Are
you financially able to participate in the school activities
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which you Ilk© best?" was answered by boys as follows! Six
teen boys or 25 par cent could not participate because of
financial reasons, and 2k girls or 39 P®r cent wore unable
to take part In the activity of their choice#

Of the total

sampling 32 per cant could not participate because of inade
quate finance#
These findings load to the asstamp t ion that the major
ity of the students ere financially able (according to their
statements) to remain in school and to participate in school
activities| however, a significant segment of the students
seem to be in need of some financial assistance#
The idea has been advanced by some authorities that
students who participate in the extra currlcular program of
the school are more likely to remain in schoolj therefore,
an attempt was made to determine to what extent the sampling
of in-school students participated in some kind of a school
club#

Among the boys 35 or 56 per cent wore non-partici-

pantsj of the girls 33 or 53 per oont did not participate#
Of

the total sampling, 68 or 5k»S P®r cent were non-partici

pants in the activity program#

It therefore appears that

less than 50 per cent of the students in the Washington
Technical High School are members of a school club#
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The chief reason for non-part3 cipn tion given was
that the time of meetings (after school) was inconvenient#
Other reasons given in the order of their frequency wore a#
follows *

Lack of Interest, after-school jobs, and club of

choice not in the activity program#
It may be well to explain that the total activity
program in the school includes many activities which are
not a part of the organized club program#

Such activities

include athletic games, especially football and basketball,
School sponsored dances, programs, both free and pay affairs,
and community programs in which school talent is used and
which the school encourages all students to attend#

la ad

dition to tiies© activities are the cultural events which
students are encouraged to attend and which are sponsored
through community enterprises#

The majority of these ac

tivities require payment of a fee for admission which some
students my not be able to pay#
X#

ThiS AGES 01 TUB SAMPLING

Using as a basis the findings in the survey of the
characteristics of drop-outs from the Washington Technical
High School, an effort was made to determine to what degree
these same characteristics were operating among the in-school
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sailing and, If among this group there might be found ten
dencies willeh al^ht eauee some of them to laavo school before
graduation.
A random sampling of 13 boys and 12 girls was select

ed from tine larger sampling of 125 in-school students.

Th#

analysis of the ^ges of this group revealed that* among the
boys* one or 7.7 per cent was age 13f two boys or 15«1+ P®**
cent were ag® 14} three boys or 23.0 per cent were age 15f
two or 15.1}. per cent were ag© l6| three or 23 per cent were
age 17» and two boys or 15»4 per cent wer© eighteen years
old or over.
The survey revealed that three or 25 P©r cent of the
girls were 34 years old; one or 8*3 P®*» cent was age 15; four
or 33.4 per cent were age l6j three or 25 per cent were age
17* and one or 8.3 per cent was 18 years old.
Of the total sampling* one or 4 per cent was age 13;
five or 20 per cent were age 34* end four or 16 per cent
were ag© 15. Six or 24 per cent were age l6j six or 24 P®*
cent were age 17* and three or 12 per cent were 18 years old
or over. (See TABLE XII)
These data seem to indicate that* with the exception
of the 15 year olds* the ages of the in-school sampling held
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TABLi XII
DISTRIBUTION OF ASS OF IH-SCHOOL SAMPLING
Itoys
Age

ITumber

Girls

Porcont

Number

Total

Peroont

Nuaber

Percoat

13

1

7.7

0

.0

1

4*0

14

2

15.4

3

25*0

$

20.0

15

3

23.0

1

a.3

4

16.0

16

2

15.4

4

33*4

6

24*0

17

3

23.I

3

25.0

6

24.0

Over

2

15.4

1

8.3

3

12.0

Total

13

100.0

12

100.0

2$

100.0

18 &

t
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about the same percentage for l6 and 17 year age groups as
that found la the drop««out group#

The fifteen year old

group showed a higher frequency among the drop-outs#
XX*

?m GRADE LEVEL OF TUB SAMPLING

A survey of the grade level of the sampling of inschool students revealed that, of the boys, J or 23*1 per
cent were in the eighth gradef the ninth grade had the same
frequency as did the eighth gradej four, or 30*7 per cent,
were in the tenth grade} 2 or 15*4 per oent, in the eleventh
grade, and one or 7*7 per cent were in the twelfth grade*
In the case of the girls, 2 or 16*7 per cent were
eighth gradersj 3 or 25 per cent were in the ninth grade,
and 2 or 16*7 per cent were in the tenth grade#

Four or

33*3 per cent of the girls were its the eleventh grade and
one or 8*3 per cent were in the twelfth grade.
Of the total sampling it was found that 5 or 20 per
cent were in the eighth grade} 6 or ^ per cent were in the
ninth grade, and the tenth grade carried the same frequency
aa the ninth grade.

The eleventh grade also numbered 6 or

2l| per cent, and 2 or 8 per cent of the in-school students
were in the twelfth grade*

It appears that 8 or 33*3 per
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TABLB XIII
GRADB
Gratia

LSVBL OF

ZH-SCBOOL SAHPLISG

Boys
Number

Girls

Percent

Total

Musaber

Percent

ifusber

Percent

8

3

23.1

2

16*7

$

20*0

9

3

23.1

3

25*0

6

2^.0

10

4

30.7

2

16.7

6

2k* 0

11

2

154

k

33.3

6

2^.0

12

1

7.7

1

8.3

2

8.0

Total

13

100,0

12

100.0

25

100.0
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cent of tills group are retarded from one to two years*
(See TABLE XIII)

III* IBTSLLIGEHCIS 01 THE IN-SCHOQL SAMPLING
In considering the intelligence of the sampling of
in«*8ehool boys and girls it was found that# among the boys#
none of them foil within the normal range (X* Q*fs« 90"
110)*

Nine or 69.2 per cent had X*

q»*s ranging from 70 to

09J four or 30*8 per cont had I# Q»*a within a range of 50
to 69# and none foil below 50*
In the case of the girls# 2 or 16.7 por cont were with
in the normal range| 10 or 83*3 P«r cent fell within the JO
to 89 range*

None fell below 70*

Of tiie total sampling* 2 or 8 per cent were in the nor
mal range| 19 or 76 per oont were within the range of 70 to
89# and 1+ or 16 per cent fell within the 50 to 69 range of

I* <4* * 3*
Tlie analysis of these data reveals that 9^ per cant of
the in-sohool sampling fell below the rang© of average in
telligence and that the test scores of girls a© a group
were higher than those of the boys*

It revealed further

that trie frequency of I* Q*»s bolow normal was greater
among the in-school youngsters than that of the drop-outs
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TABLE XIV
DISTRIBUTION OF X3TELLIGEHCE OF IH-SCiiOQL SAMPLING
I Q
Range

Boys
Number

Girls

Percent

Risaber

Total

Percent

Number

Percent

90-110

0

•0

2

16*7

2

8*0

70-89

9

69.2

10

83*3

19

76.0

$0*69

k

30.8

0

*0

k

16.0

Below
SO

0

•0

0

.0

0

•0

Total

13

100*0

12

100.0

2S

100.0
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of which 75 per cent were below the normal range*

(See

TABLE XIV)

iv. acadkuxc Acmmmmx
In the analysis of data gathered as to the academic
achievement of the in-sciiool group* it was found that none
of the boys made an

MA"

or

average! that 3 or 23*1 par

cent made an average of *C" J 6 or l|,6«l per cent mad© rtDflf
2 or lS*k per cent made *12% and 2 or 15«4 per cent wore
failing in their class work,
mong the girls* 5 or lfl»7 per cent made *Dnf 2 or 16,7
per coat made

MC%

3 or 25 per cent made

WD";

one or 6,3 per

cent made "E% and one or 8,3 per cent was failing.
Of the total sampling, 5 or 20 per cent made

MB"

aver*

agesf 5 or 20 per cent made nC" averages* and 9 or 36 per
cent mad© ttD%

The study revealed further that 3 or 12 per

cent made "E% and th<t 3 or 12 per cent were failing,

The

curriculum offerings at the Washington Technical high School
are more or less traditional which may account* to some ex
tent* for the low grades which 60 per cent of these students
made.

(See TABLE XV)
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TABLE XV
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF THE Hf-SCHQOL SAMFLISO

Grade is

Boy®

Total

Girl©

Hurabor Percent

Tluaber

Percent

•lumber

Percent

A

0

*0

0

•0

0

.0

S

0

•0

5

41.7

5

20.0

c

3

23*1

2

16.?

5

20.0

D

6

46-1

3

25.0

9

36.0

S

2

15.4

1

8.3

3

12.0

F

2

15.4

1

8.3

3

12.0

Total

13

100.0

12

100.0

25

100.0
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V. ATTENDANCE RATING OF THE IH-8CH00L GROUP
la analyzing the attendance mating of the in-sohool
group it was found that 4 hoys or 3°*? por cent mated ex
cellent! on© or 7*7 por coat rated goodj 5 or 33#S por
coat had fair attendance, and 3 or 23*1 per cent rated
poor.
In the case of the girls, 3 or 25 per cent rated ex
cellent! 2 or 16.7 per cant rated goodf 5 or 1*1*6 por cent
rated fair, and 2 or 16.7 por cant rated poor*
Of the total sampling, 7 or 28 por cent had excellent
attendance records! 3 or 12 per cent rated goodj 10 or £>,0
per cent rated fair, and 5 or 20 per cent rated poor*
A comparison with the attendance rating of the drop
outs reveals that the in-scbool group had a better attend
ance rating as a group than the drop-outs in that only 20
per cent showed poor attendance ratings*

On the other hand,

of the drop-outs, 7h P®r cent rated poor*
In comparing the grades of the individual students of
the in-school group with their attendance rating, the evi
dence does not lead to the assumption that the grades of
the group were affected by attendance in the majority of
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TABLE XVI
SHE ATTESDAXfCE RATING OF 2BB Itf-SGHOOL SAMPLING
Boya
Rating

Girls

Total

Muabor

Faroeat

iS»olleat

k

30.7

3

25.0

7

26.0

Good

1

7.7

2

16.7

3

12.0

Fair

$

3S.S

5

1*1*6

10

1*0.0

Poor

3

23.1

2

16.7

5

30.0

Total

13

loo.O

12

100.0

25

100.0

ffumbor Forooat iJnmbor Parcoat
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tjjo cases* The poorest attendance rating was shown among
tenth and eleventh grade boys, and among ninth and tenth
grade girls* (See TABLE XVI)
Vl«

HEALTH STATUS OF THE IS-SCHOOL GROUP

The survey revealed that 53*7 per cent of the boys,
and 33*2 per cent of the girls had minor physical ailments*
Most frequent among the complaints were defective vision,
teeth, and tonsils*
For the total group, 44 per cent had some minor phys
ical defect. Since most of the sampling wore still attending
school with a fair degree of regularity. It does not appear
that health would bo a direct cause for withdrawal. How
ever, studies have found that certain physical defects may
cause learning difficulties which lead to poor grades and
failure, and eventually to withdrawal from school. (Boo
TABLl XVII)
VII* FAMILY SIZE OF TiiS I3-SCH03L GROUP
In order to determine to what extent the in—school
sampling would be vulnerable to school-leaving because of
family size, a survey in this area ma made*

It was found

that, among the boys, 2 or 15*4 P03P cent case fro® families
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TABLE XVII
HEALTH STATUS OF IH-SCOOOL SAMPLING
Boys

Total

Girls

Percent

Number

Percent

?futabor

Dental

2

154

0

.0

2

8.0

Vision

2

154

1

8.3

3

12.0

Tonelis

2

154

1

8.3

3

12.0

Respiratory

1

7.7

0

.0

1

4.0

Wel^it

0

.0

1

8.3

1

4.0

Emotional

0

,0

1

8.3

1

4«o

None

6

ij.6,1

a

66.3

4

56.0

13

100*0

12

100.0

25

100.0

Total

Porcont

Number

Defoct
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with on© child} 6 or ^6*1 par coat from families with from
2 to I4. children# and 5 or 33.5 per cent cam© from families
with from S to 7 children.
In tiio case of the girls# 2 or 16.6 per coat wore mombora of families with ono child} 5 or 41*7 Por 90txt

wor®

from families with from 2 to k children# and 5 or 1+1.7 P®r
cent# from families of from 5 to 7 children.
It was found that of the total sampling# I* or l6 per
cent wore from families with one child} 11 or 1j4 per cent
wore members of families with from 2 to Ij, children# and 10
or 1+0 per cent wore from families with from 5 to 7 children.
In the study of drop-outs from the feaablngtoa

Technical

High School# it was found that there was some relationship
between family slae and school-leading# the highest fre
quency being shown among drop-outs who were from families
of fro: 2 to 2j.«

It was suggested that caution be exer

cised in the interpretation of those data since it is like
ly that fewer children appear to drop out in families of $
to 7 because of the smaller frequency of such families.
However# the frequency of the in-3chool group whose fami
lies have from 2 to ij. children is almost equal to that of
the families of 5 to 7 children.

The former group exceeds

the latter group by only one student, or ^ per cent.

(See
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TABLE XVIII
FAMILY SI2K OF IM-3CHQQL SAMPLING

Ho* Children
In Family
'lumber

Total

Girls

Boys

Percent

llumbor

Percent

Member

Porcont

2

15*4

2

16*6

4

16*0

2*4$.

6

46*1

s

41*?

11

44*o

5-7

5

3S.5

41-7

10

40.0

13

loo.o

100*0

25

100.0

1

.

Total

.

.

0

12

13k
TABLE XVIII)
VIII# SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS OF THE IH-SCHOOL GROUT
It was pointed out in the discussion of tho economic
status of drop-outs that tiie parents of these students ap
peared to be employed in occupations in tli© low-salary
bracket#

Most studies use the occupation of fathers to in

dicate the economic level of the families# but in the case
of the students Included in this study# It will be noted
fch&t nearly 50 per cent of the children live with their
mothers; therefore this mad© necessary the inclusion of
the occupation of mothers upon whom these students had to
depend for their sole support#
XI#

OCCUPATION OF FATii R3 OF THE IN-3CH00L GROUT

In this phase of the study, only the total sampling is
included in the analysis of data#

The occupational status

of fathers and mothers is recorded by sexes in Tables XIX
and XX respectively#
In the case of the occupations of fathers# one or 4
per cent of the fathers was self-employed} 6 or 2^ per cent
were employed in janitorial work} 2 or 8 per cent were com
mon laborers} one or 4 per cent was in industry# and on© or
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TABLE XXX

(XJCUPATIOil OF FATHERS
Boys
Occupation

llisabor

Girls

Percent

number

Total

Percent

number

Percent

Self

1

7.7

0

.0

1

4.0

Portop
Janitor

2

15.4

4

33.4

6

24.0

C» labor

1

7.7

1

8.3

2

8.0

Industry

0

.0

1

3.3

1

4.0

Unemployed

1

7.7

0

.0

1

4.0

Undotor»
mined

8

61.5

6

50.0

14

56*0

13

100.0

12

100.0

25

100.0

Total
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4 per cent was unemployed at the Un»*

Fifty-six per cent

of the fathers* occupations were undotermined.

(Bee TABLE

XIX)
X.

OCCUPATION OF MOTHERS

Of the total sampling# in the case of mothers, It was
found that 6 or Sip per cent were engaged in domestic work;
3 or 12 per cent were industrial workers in laundries} 2 or
9 per cent wore self-employed} 3 or 12 per cent were out of
work# and the occupations of 11 or kk P°r cent were undeter
mined.

(See TABLE XX)

It may well he stated here that there appears to be a
tendency among some of the students of the Washington Tech
nical High School to withhold information concerning the oc
cupation of their parents.

Students often failed or refused

to provide this Information which is required for the aenool
records.

This fact probably accounts for the number of un

determined occupations of parents,

however# it is believed

that the data is of sufficient value to indicate that the
parents of the In-school sampling appear to be engaged in
weak or low-salaried occupations which might cause early
elimination from school.
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TABLES XX
OCCUPATION OF MOTHERS
Occupation

Total

Girls

Boys
MM? Percent

Uuabor

Percent

lumber

Percent

Dosestic

k

30.8

2

16.7

6

2tl.O

Induetry

2

15.4

1

8.3

3

12.0

Self

0

.0

2

16.7

2

8.0

Unemployed

2

15.1*

1

8.3

3

12.0

Undotar•
mined

5

38.1*

6

5c.o

11

44. 0

13

100,0

12

100.0

25

100.0

Total
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XI. FAMILY UNITY OF TM IH-SChOOL GROUP
It has boon pointed out previously io this discussion
that studies of drop-out©

appear to indicate that family

status may

the problem of

contribute

to

school-leaving.

Sith this in mind an effort was made to determine the family
status of the in-school sampling.
It was found that* among the boys, 5 or 33*5 P®** cent
live with both parents; that one or 7.7 par cent live
the father alone, and 7 or S3*8 P®* cent live

with

with their

mothers.
In the case of toe girls, 5 ox* 1*1.7 por cent live with
both parents;

none

live with their fathers

58.3 per cent lived with their

alone,

and 7 or

others.

Of the total sampling, 10 or 1*0 per cent live with both
parents; one or 1* par cent live with their fathers, and U* or
$6 per cent live with their mothers* (See TABLS XII)
It is possible that a larger percentage of these stu
dents are living in broken homes because it is assumed that
one or the other of their ferae parents may not be in the
homes of some of those who were indicated as living with
both parents. (See TABLE XXI)
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TABLE XXI
FAMUX UNITS'
Boys
Living with

ffyaher Percent

Girls

Total

Muster Percent

Number Percent

Both
Barents

5

39-5

5

U.7

10

40.0

Father

1

7.7

0

•0

1

4*o

Mother

7

53-8

7

58.3

14

58.0

Other

0

.0

0

.0

0

.0

13

100,0

12

100,0

25

100.0

Total
ca-iwriigigx

340

If one Is to assume, as has been indicated through the
study of drop-outs,
leavers from

that

the characteristics of school-

the Washington Technical

High School should

have been evident before they withdrew, then it may be pos
sible to say with soma degree of certainty that, among the
125 ln-school students who were studied may be found a sig
nificant number of potential drop-outs.

This is supported

by a comparative analysis of the data which was compiled for
both the drop-outs and the in-school group#
In the case of the ages of the groups, it was found
that age 17 held the highest frequency in both groups*

The

largest percentage of I# Q#*s fell within the range of 70 to
89 In both the In-school and the drop-out groups#
grades mad© by toe

The

in-school group revealed a wider range,

but in both groups toe

averages foil below the ®C" level

with girls in both groups showing higher academic achieve
ment#

Family sis© in both groups revealed that the high

est percentage was shown for students who were members of
families of from two to four children} the £-to-7-children
families rated second in both groups#
In the analysis of the occupations of parents, it was
found that, in both groups, mother a and fathers were engaged
in low-income jobs#

It was also found that, of the in-school

3Li|l
group, 60 par cent were member© of broken homes and, of the
drop-outaf 55.1+ per cent were from broken homes.
In an effort to determine the family statu© of the
students enrolled in the Washing ten Technical High School,
a faculty committee made a survey during the fall terra of
the present school year.

Their findings revealed that, of

the total enrollment, more than $0 per cent of the students
cam© from broken homos.

That this condition may be rather

general among Negroes is supported by Boll* s findings in
his study of the youtil of Maryland.

He found that 70 per

cent of the white youth lived with both parents and that
SO per cent of the Negro youth lived with both parents.

He

pointed out farther that this was due partly to the large
proportion of Negro parents who wore dead and partly to the
fact that divorce, separation, and desertion cause more
broken hemes among Negroes than among whites.

He also

pointed out that the effect of the broken homo is "vitally
important" In considering the educational status of boys and
girls.1
These findings lead to the assumption that the Negro
youth is mora likely to live in & broken home situation than

*B«11# ££. clt., pp. 19-20.

li|2
a whit© youth, and that the Negro youth my probably with
draw from school in proportionately larger numbers.
It therefor© seoms reasonable to assume, on the basis
of the evidence presented that (1) these apparently are
characteristics which are present among drop-outs, and
(2) that it seems possible to Identify these characteris
tics before the final step is taken by the student in leav
ing school#
It is therefore possible that, with careful analysis
of tii© contributing factor a, some adjustments could be made
which would strengthen the holding power of our secondary
schools#

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RBCOMMHUTDATIOMS
I.

SUMMARY

The history of education In the United States is
filled with accounts of the fight to provide adequate
education for the children of America.

Although the early

schools of this country provided for the education of a
select fow, laws were enacted waich made possible a lim»
ited education for "all the children of all the people."
Many years later the legal status of the high school was
established, and later still the tax support of public
high schools became a reality as the result of the famous
Kalamazoo, Michigan case in lB?i|.
In order for schools to have a sons© of direction,
certain aims and objectives have been set forth from time
to time,

liie most widely used, perhaps# are the Seven

Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education promulgated in
1918 by the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education.

Designed especially for the secondary school,

they have become widely used for other levels of education.
The aims of education, set forth by the Educational
Policies Commission, came about later.

In 1933# this

Dili

• r-*-

Commission proposed the following objectives:

Self-reali

zation, human relationship, civic responsibility, nn& eco
nomic efficiency.

These goals, It is felt, are in accord

with the Camera!ie ideal of America in that they assure
preparation for officiant, democratic living*
The tremendous incroaao in the enrollment of high
schools can b© attributed to the demand in America that an
sducation bo provided for all youth at public expense, and
the enactment of compulsory school laws which demand attend
ance in school of all boys arid girls within certain age
limits#

Every state in the union has its own set of such

laws which, in many instances, are inclusive of children
from ages 7 to 16#

A few states set the age limit for

compulsory education at age 18#
Despite tli® American dream for universal education,
despite the fact that compulsory attendance laws have been
enacted, the curriculum have been Improved and that other
innovations have been initiated, the holding power of the
American secondary school needs to be strong tlienod.

It

has been found that a large number of youth enroll, but at
least SO per cent of them fail to gradua te from high school#
Authorities are in agreement that the reasons for
school»leaving are complex and that It is difficult to
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isolate these reasons eo as to establish a single factor as
a cause for withdrawing,

nevertheless, numerous causes

have been discovered and pointed out through extensive
surveys and studies which have boon made on the drop-out
problem.
It has been pointed out that, among the many reasons
given for drop-outs, too frequently the causes as given by
a school authority are quite different from those given by
the youngsters themselves.

A further analysis reveals that

often the reasons given persons who Interview the drop-outs
are still not the real causes at all, but tat there are
v.

underlying reasons which ©an be revealed only by careful
analysis of certain data.
Among the reasons given by some of the youngsters,
dissatisfaction with some phase of school life seems to
be dominant.

Ihey expressed dislike for certain teachers

and/or courses! they complained of teacher attitudes and
methods of instruction! they expressed inability to relate
the course they wore taking to their needsj and they com
plained of the hidden costs incident to high school.
Some surveys mentioned such causes as inadequate
counseling services! and the failure of high schools to
provide guidance to the potential drop-out.

©thers men-

li|,6
tionod poor orientation programs for now students*
Other studies have revoaled that the socio-econoaio
status of the student was found to be the primary reason
for withdrawal of high school students before graduation,
the student from a low-Income family being most likely to
withdraw, as well as the student wn© is a member of a mi
nority groupJ especially was the Negro student mentioned
in this regard*
Mentioned also was the influence upon school-leaving
of the transfer of students from on® school to another, or
frora town to town*

It was found further that the Indif

ference of parents as to the educational needs of their
chlloren often serves as a barrier to completion of high
school.

Personal reasons were listed also, among which

wore the influence of friends who had withdrawn from
school, marriage, poor health, physical defects and preg
nancy*

This last cause has been mentioned as a growing

problem in a large number of schools and communities
throughout the United States*
It lias boon pointed out also that vicious and disturb
ing family situations sometimes cause the student to become
so frustrated that he could not adjust to the school situa
tion*
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That too

potential drop-out show® curtain symptoms

long before he withdraws from school is evident# »nd be
cause such symptoms characterise those students# they
should be discovered early so that adjustiv© measures can
be applied.

It is believed that if this were done many

potential drop-outs could be retained in high school#
It has been found that the following characteristics
in students may place them in the class of potential drop
outs:

Low intelligence# low grades or academic achievement#

which la closely related to low intelligence end retarda
tion.

These experiences discourage students and they tend

to withdraw from situations which appear to be unbearable#
The else of the family may have some influence in caus
ing pupils to drop out#

It has been pointed out that the

highest frequency of eliminations occurs in families of from
2 to 4* ®**d the larger families show a significant number of
drop-outs also#
It. is believed that, because low-income families tend
to have largo families# and that children from these fami
lies drop out more frequently than others# the factor of
family size should not be completely separated from the
factor of low-income*
Moat studies reveal that girls remain in school longer
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than hoy®. It has boon found that about 55 P°r

oeat of

drop-outs are hoys. Reasons given for tills difference
vary among the writers. Some claim that boys find job
opportunities more attractive or that boys are more rest
less than girls.

Others claim that the offerings of the

t

average high school are not suited to the interests of
many boys, and that girls accept she prescribed courses
more readily than boys*
The findings of the study ©f a sampling of drop-outs
from the Booker T. Washington Technical hieh

chool do not

differ to any significant extent from the findings in other
national studies. It was found that the drop-outs occurred
most frequently among those of low intelligence* that their
academic ac i lavement was below standard* and their attend
ance* for the most part* was poor. The study revealed i ur—
ther, that 58.4 per cent earns from families of from 2 to 4
cniluron. It was also found that, from tm occupations of
fathers and mothers* It could be assumed tnat these scuool—
leavers were more or less member® of low—Income families.
It was found further that more than 50 per cent of
these school-leavers did not live with both parents. The
largest frequency fell in the ninth and tenth grade levels,
and the age most frequently shown was 1? with ages 15 and
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16 shoeing significant frequencies#
Baa causes of drop-outs in the order of their fre

quency

for

both boys

and girls are listed as follows:

Social maladjustment (there wore almost twice as many boys
as girls la this category)I economic reasons rated second*
and work followed as the third most frequent cause#
nancy was the fourth among reasons given#

Other

Progreasons

were lack ©f interest, health (not indicated as significant
In the survey of character!sties), marriage, entry into fcho
armed service, and dislike for school#
It was impossible to locate 13.8 por cent of these
students

in order

to

determine specifically

what their

reasons were for leaving school.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of tlx© data presented end the general
research in the field of elimination relative to drop-outs,
the following conclusions appear justifiable:
1# On the basis of the purposes of education as
outlined for the modern school, many schools are fail
ing to serve the purposes for which they were designed#
2. fha t, to a very l(--rge extent, students are be
ing eliminated before trie skills which our democratic
society considers necessary for its citisens have been
developed#
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3. In spit© of tli© concept of universal education,
ranny schools appear to be too highly selective in their
procedures,
ip» That raanv of the factors which seem to contribute
towards dropping out of school are due to conditions
found within the schools themselves such as (1) inade
quate curriculum offerings, (2) curriculum inflexibil
ity, (3) the lack of well-organized and functioning
guidance programs, (ij.) poor understanding by teachers
of tie principles of child and adolescent development,
(5) m apparent lack of familiarity with the adjust
ment problems of adolescents, (6) the absence of or re
fusal on the part of teachers to utilize proper skill
in dealing with children from complex social situations,
(7) hidden coats which are mandatory in a supposedly
free system of schools and free education, (8) that
these costs cause burdens too difficult for some stu
dents to bear,
5, That many of the factors which cause drop-outs
generally associated with out«of-school situations could
be eliminated with the proper school concern and effort,
6, That the types of conditions usually resulting
in drop-outs ©re observable before the child leaves
school,
7, That an alert guidance program may recognize
those conditions and take such corrective action as
appears necessary before a drop-out occurs,
8,

That most drop-outs are preventable.
III.

RECOMMliilDATIOliS

There is agreement among authorities that early
school-leaving is a complex problem and that toe

many fac

tors involved vary in degree and influence at any time in
the life of a student.

Because of the complexity of

tills
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problem It Is recommended that*
1. Continued and more extensive research be done
on the drop-out problem generally# This research
should Include a study of the problems which have
been shown to be related to school-leaving such as
retardation, failure, extra-curricular participation,
instability of residence, economic level, feeling of
inadequacy and non-acceptance, the degree to which
students and their parents understand tn© value of an
education, and their responsibility as participants
in a democratic society. It should also include a
study of cultural values and petterns of motivation
of ha different class cultures among students so
that techniques and methods can be devised in order
to capture the interests of all students regardless
of cultural background.
2. That the compulsory attendance laws be extend
ed to include youth up to the age of 18 years.
3. That a more detailed and vigorous study b® made
or the varying interests and abilities of youth in all
high school districts as wall as in each individual
high school, and that curriculum offerings be adjusted
accordingly.
That school facilities and equipment be installed
. or improved so as to open more opportunities especially
for the student of low ability.
5. That study-work programs be improved and that,
whore needed, tuey be instituted in order to provide
formal and vocational training for those who are un
able to go to college. Such a program should, to some
degree, assure economic assistance to low-Income stu
dents and finally result in their gainful employment
waen they graduate from high school.
6. That sc iool administrators provioe improved
counseling end guidance service^ such services to in
clude adequate testing in the areas of intelligence,
aptitude, reading ability and personality, and that
remedial programs be initiated whore needed.
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?. That professional counseling personnel be in
creased so as to give staff members a maximum of 300
students as a counseling load.

8. That all teachers be required to take course®
in guidance so that they may be better prepared to
serve In the guidance program#
9. That the Issuance of more than one type of
diploma be given consideration and study. In this
frame of reference* goals for student® would be set
according to the varying needs and capacities of stu
dents and upon completion of a particular type of
high school course* the diploma would designate skills
in which training had been completed.
10. Finally* that an ever-changing social order
makes it mandatory that teachers and school adminis
trators keep a vigilant aye upon the function of the
schools in the education of American youth who must
be prepared to serve In a dynamic* democratic society.
In addition to the foregoing general recommendations*
arid in tiro li ht of the findings Incident to drop-outs
potential

and

drop-outs at the Booker T. hashingtea Technical

High School* the following recommendations ere offered for
the

consideration of teachers and administrators of the

schoolt
1. That a restatement be made of the school* s
philosophy In wuich the needs of the students of the
school are reflected, and which will also reflect the
attitude of teachers, students, and parents alike in
the i Ifillmont of these needs.
2. That the following statement of philosophy of
the Dallas Independent School District be used as ft
guidet
It is the basic function of education to provide
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developmental experiences through the stimulation of
thought and the projection and realisation of worthy
purposes# Since these experiences insure to each in
dividual the most complete mental and spiritual attain
ment possible# they fit hi® to assume his place as a
constructive member of society#
Public education#
then# accepts the child as he is and endeavors to give
direction and purpose to his growth and development#
The welfare of the child is the center of all our think
ing# of all our endeavorj the child*s growth ia the
core of our philosophy#1
3# That a survey of the special needs and interests
of students in the Booker T# Washington Technical Higfr
School be made which would result in the promulgation
of a new set of goals# or in a revision of present
goals so as to give a sense of direction to teachers
and students#
4# That in order to work toward the fulfillment of
those goals an Individual inventory should be and© of
each student as a unique personality# The inventory
should Include such identifying informtion as;
Health and physical factors, social environment,
achievements# age# aptitudes# interests and aversions#
personal and social adjustment# educational-vocationallife goals# (Rom of this information Is available in
the files of tli® Washington Technical High School#)
5# That homeroom advisers make use of available
information in order that they may be better prepared
to counsel students#

6# That the information thus accumulated be used
in order to determine to w;mt extent the program of
the school Is already serving the needs of its pupils#
?• Because

of

the large number of

students who

Plan of Action, a Statement of Philosophy. A report
prepared from a study made by the professional staff of the
Dallas public schools (Delias! Dallas Independent School
District# 1947)# pp. 6-7#
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leave school before graduation, and because of the
failures and low grades that a large number of students
make, It is felt that the present curriculum is not
adequately serving the needs of all of tne students*
Therefore, It 1® suggested that a more serious study
of the curriculum be ra&de, thut store trade courses
and state directed vocational courses be Initiated
into the curriculum* It is also suggested that a
study-work program be included for reasons which were
previously stated among the general recommendations*
8* That greater concern be shown for sex education
In such areas as health education, science, and home*"
making*
9* That teachers mske a critical analysis of tholr
individual philosophies, tnoir instructional methods,
and grading systems* ttlth
tills in mind, it is suggest
ed that a closer look be taken in order to determine
trie degree of uniformity which exists at the present
time among teachers in their ©valuation of the student's
academic achievements*
10. Although the Dallas Independent School District
is constantly moving toward improved guidance services,
there is need for more vigorous action in this area*
It is recommended that the counseling staff in the
hashing ton Technical High School be increased to in
clude a vocational counselor; that interested teachers
be encouraged to take courses in guidance, and that
these teachers be relieved of one class so that they
may serve as assistants to the professional counselors*
11* That tho present Guidance Committee'a function
be metre clearly defined so that other faculty members
might understand its place in the guidance program,
12* That the visiting teacher staff be Increased
so as to provide more adequate services in the area of
family problems and social maladjustments among our
students*
13* That the research center of the Dallas Public
Schools be expanded in order to better serve those
children who may need special help because of acute

I5£
©motional disturbances.
Ul# That services be provided for training the
mentally handicapped on the high selsool level. A
recent survey In the Washington Technical High School
found that 90 pupils are enrolled who have I. h.* s
between 69 and 39* Eighteen of these pupils with
drew from school during the present school terra.
15. That the extra curricular activities program
be evaluated and that the hour of meetings b® set
within the regular schedule Instead of at the close
of the school day. Many students are unable to par
ticipate because of transportation problems and afterschool Job®.
16. That a more adequate orientation program be
set up for new students and that the orientation
program include parents of oil new students. Such
a program for these parents might b® sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher Association and/or lads Club.
17. That a handbook be provided for new students.
The handbook should Include the school creed* rules*
regulations* and school policies* a list of extra
curricular activities and other pertinent Informa
tion.
18. That new students be enrolled the week pre
ceding the opening of school as Is done in some other
Dallas high schools.
19. That more cohesiveness b© exorcised In the
special service division within the school, namely*
professional counseling* health and pupil accounting.
20. The findings reported on the sampling of
drop-outs in the Washington Technical High School
seem to indicate that further study should be made
on the problem of drop-outs. The results of the
survey mad® among ln-school youth* and fiiaong whom
war® found atudants who appear to be potential schoolleavers load to the conclusion that a more detailed
study should be made of this group* and measures set
up for definite identification of those students who
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may &• la need of special guidance.
21* That a survey be made of the labor market in
Dallas to determine (1) the typos of jobs that way be
available to the high school graduate, (2) which of
these Jfobs will be opon to Kegro youth, (3) if these
enterprises would be willing to cooperate with the
school in a study-work plan*
22* Seme attempt be made to Improve the interper
sonal relationship between students and teachers; ami
that further research be conducted in an effort to de
termine the effects of poor teacher-pupil relation
ships on the problem of drop-outs*
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONSAIRS GIVEN TO 10-SCHOOL STUDENTS
Dear Student!
This questionnaire is being submitted to you in
order to have you give your individual evaluation of your
Answer the questions honestly and carefully*

school.

If

you give serious thought to each question before answering#
the questionnaire will servo a good purpose in that it will
help your teachers to get a better understanding of some of
your problems.
Grades

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME,

8th - 9th - 10th - 11th - 12th

Circle one

Boy
Girl

Circlet one
Ho

1.

Do you like going to high school?

Yes - Ho

2.

Do you expect to work after leaving high
school?

Yes

3. Do you expect to graduate froa high school?

Yes

m

•

No

Yes - NO

If

Do you plan to go to college?

Yes - NO

5*

Have you discussed after-hlgh-achool plans
with your parents?

Yes

e»

no 6.

With your teachers?

Yes - NO

7.

Do you like your teachers?

Yes

8.

Do you like the courses you are taking?

m

NO

3.62
Yea - Ho 9.

Are there courses you would like to take that
we do not effort
Heme thorn.

Yes - Ho 10#

Do you enjoy courses that require extra read
ing?

Yes - Ho 11.

Do you like best the courses that require work
with your hands?

Yes - Ho 12.

Have you decided what you wish to do for a
living after leaving school?

Yes - Ho 13.

Do you need a job in order to remain in high
school?

Yes - Ho Ik.

Do you feel that there is a teacher who has
a personal interest in you?

Yes - Ho 15.

Do you have a problem that you wish to discuss
with a teacher?

Yes - Ho 16.

Do you feel that you can discuss your problems
with your teachers?

Underscore 17.

Do you feel that you are liked by - All of
your teachers? Sons of them? Hone of them?

Yes - Ho 18. Do you discuss your problems with your home
room teacher?
Yes - Ho 19. Are some of your courses more difficult to you
than others?
Hams difficult courses
Name easiest courses
Underscore

20.

.

What do you like best about your school?
Teacher - Social Life - Friends - Classwork Others
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Underscore

21.

&hat do you Ilka least about your school?
Teacher - Social Life - Friends - Classwork * Others
.

Yes * Mo 22*

Are most of your close friends still attend
ing school?

Yes - Mo 23#

Do you have friends who do not attend school?

Yes - Mo 2if#

Do you know why they do not attend school?

Underscore

25#

What do you think was their primary reason
for quitting school? Low grades? Disliked
teachers? Had to work? Did not like school?
Failed in classwork? Marriage?

Yes - Ho 26#

Are you financially able to participate in the
school activities which you like best?

Yes - Ho 27*

Do you participate in a school club?
why not?

If not,

